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TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT 1 ~ OF THE COUU I SS I ON ON THE CQUNUN I TV . S
ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI~SUBSIDY ACTIVITIES2)
I NTRODUCT I ON
This report Is submitted to the European Parliament following its
Resolution of 15 December 1961 on the Community s anti-dumpIng
activit1es , and the more recent report of the European Parliament'
Committee on Externa. Economic Relations on the anti-dumping pol icy of
the European COmmun i ty
The report concentrates mainly on the Community s activities during
19a3, but for the purpose of comparison. the number of anti-dumping and
anti-subSidy investigations Initiated and concluded by the Community 
the years 1989 to 1993, together with a breakdown of the type of
measures taken, are summar i zed I n Tab I e 1 be I ow5) .
For 1993, a concise commentary on each case opened , each provisional and
definitive measure taken , and each case terminated- without measures,
given in sections 3, 5 and 6 respectively.
Previous reports were given in COM(83)519 final/2; COM(84)721 final;
COM(85)308 final; COM(87)178 final; COM(66)92 final; COM(89)105 final
COM(90)229 final; SEC(91)92 final; SEC(91)974 final; SEC(92)716 final
and COM(93)516 f i na I.
In accordance with Council Regulation (EEC) No 2423/88, OJ No L 209
of 02.08. 1988, p. 1 , and Commission Decision No. 2424/88/ECSC, OJ No
L 20a of 02~ 08.1988, p. 18.
OJ No C 11 , 18 . 01 . 1982 , p. 37.
PE 141.178/fin of 30. 11.1990, rapporteur: Mr. Gijs DE VRIES
A general introduction into the Community s anti-dumping and anti-
subsidy activity and its underlying rationale is contained in the
11 th Annua I Report (1992), p.- 2 -
TABLE
Ant i-dump i no and ant (-subs i dy i nvesti ga t (ons
dur i no the per i od 1 JanUary 1989 to 31 December 1993
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Invest (gat ions progress
the beginn ing the per iod
Invest igat ions in it rated
dur i ng the per i od
Invest igat ions progress
dur i ng the per i od 103
Invest (gat ions conc luded by:
i mpos ( ti on def in it i 
duty
acceptance pr i ce
under tak i ng
determinat ion dump i ng
determinat ion
subs i d (sat ion
determinat ion injury
oth~r reasons
Total Invest i gat ions
cone 14ded dur ing the per rod
Invest igat ions progress
the end the per iod
Provisional duti es imposed 
dur i ng the per iod- 3 -
GENERAL OVERV I EW .,.. MEASURES IN FORCE
At the end of 1993, the Community had 150 measures in . force, 110
of wh i ch were or i 9 i na I measures and 40 of wh I ch were measures
maintained after a review In accordance with Art. 15 of
2423/88. Of these 150 measures, 117 were in the form of duties
and 33 in the form of undertakings. It should be noted that these
measures, although substantial in relation to numbers of
investigations , only effect 0. 6% of total imports to the
Commun i ty.
Of a II the measures I n force, 58 or 38% of the tota I were imposed
against the State trading countries , including China with 23
measures. The other countries most involved were Japan with 18
measures, S. Korea with 12 and Turkey with 18.
The picture changes, however, if measures are examl ned In
relation to trade value, which is a more real istic measurement.
In this respect , the measures against Japan take the first
position, representing +/-50% o.f the total trade value affected
by a I I measures.
I t is notewor thy that most of the Japanese products , wI. i ch are
subject to measures, approximately 10  in  number , can be
classified as strategic In terms of their high technology coi1tent
or the i r importance to an economy. They are a I so prOducts where
the " learning curve" and economies of .sale are crucial and these
factors make them particularly vulnerable to a dumping strategy.
These products, in fact , won very considerable market shares in
the Community, while imports into Japan, from the Community, were
practically zero for each of the products
With regard to the thenCSSR, Hungary, Poland, Bulgar1a and Roman1a
these figures on  i nc I ude measures taken when these countr i es were
classified as state traders. They also include measures appl ied
against individual CIS Republ i~s s1nce the dissolution of the USSR.
The situation is similar as regards US exports of such products to
Japan , except for DRAMs , where a bilateral agreement with the United
States led to some US goods being sold in Japan.- 4-
See tables 2 and 3 for a statistical overview of origInal
Investigations and reviews for the period 1981 to 1993.1
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IN ITIAT IONS .oF ANT I-DUMP I NG  ANtLA~Tl-:SUBS I DY. .1 NVEST IGAIIQNS
1 OVERVIEW
In 1993, 21 Investigations were Initiated Involving imports from 15
countries. the People s Repllbllc of China being the most prominent
with 4 initiations.
In the five year period from 1989 to 1993, 150 investigations were
Initiated involving imports from 40 countries. The countries most
involved were the People s Republ ic of China with 25 Investigations,
Turkey with 15 investigations, S. Korea with 12 and Japan with 
investigations. The investigations initJated over the last five
years are broken down by country of export In Annex G.
The sectors most involved in these invest igat ions were those of
Chemicals, textiles and electronics. The largest nllmber of
i nvast igat ions agai n took p I ace i h the electron ics sector in 1993.
breakdown by product sector is g i van in Annex H.
3 . 2 I N III AT IONS I N 1993
ElectrolytiC capacitors from $. Korea and Taiwan
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
pub I ished on 10 March 1993, with regard to imports of large
aluminium electrolytic capacitors (LAECs), originating in the
Republ ic of Korea and Taiwan.- 8 -
The complaint was lodged by the Federation for Appropriate
Remedial anti-Dumping (FARAD) on behalf of a major proportion of
Commun I ty producers.
This request was made further to a prevl.ous proceeding which had
led to the Imposition, by- Council Regulation ,(EEC) n ' 3482/92 of
30 November 1992, of a definitive anti-dumping duty on Imports 
LAECs originating in Japan at the rate of 15%, with the exception
of some companies for which the rate of duty ranged from 11. 6% to
35. 8% .
The complaint contained' evidence of significant dumping on the
basis of a comparison between export prices to the Community and
a constructed normal va I.ue , as sales of the like product In the
count r I es concerned were all eged not to perm I t a proper
comparison in reason of their Insufficient quantities.
With regard to injury, the complaint claimed that the Imports
originating in the Republic of'Korea increased by 250% and those
originating in Taiwan by 100% between 1987 and 1991 , leading to a
market share on the Commun I ty market, when taken together, of
more than 9% in 1991. Pr Ice undercutt Ing was a Ileged to
contribute to the reduction of 51% in market share held by the
comp I a i nant and to a poor f I nanc I a I sl tua I ton wh i chshou I d be
considered In the light of the ex Istence of the dumped Imports
from Japan.- 9 -
Refractory Chamot'tes or Iglnating In The P. R. Ch Inil
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping prQceedin", 
~.....
published on 15 April 1993, covering Imports into the Cqmmunity
of certain types of refractory chamottes orrglnatlng in the
R. China, following the complaint .Iodged by a Community
produCer represent ing a major proport Ion of the total commun I ty
prOdUction.
The comp I,a I nt conta i ned ev I dence of $1 gn I  I cantdwnp I ng based on
a compar I son between expor t pr ices to the commun I ty and domest I c
prices in the U. A., which was claimed to be an appropriate
ana logue country.
The complaint also alleged that the market share of Chinese
refractory chamottes had Increased from 6.9% In 1989 to 12. 1% in
1992. Th I s led to a decrease of product Ion, sa I es, market share
and prof I ts of the Commun I ty I ndust ry .
Urea ammonium nitrate orlainatlng in Bulgaria and Poland
The notice of inltltiatlon of the anti-dumping proceeding with
regard to imports of urea ammonium nitrate originatinj;J in
Bulgaria and Poland was published on 5 May 1993, following a
complaint lodged by the European Fert illzer Manufacturers
Association (EFMA) on behalf of producers representing a major
proport Ion of the COmmunity industry concerned.- 10 -
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping for both
exporting countries, for Bulgaria on the basis of a comparison
between export prices to the Community and domestic prices In the
former Czechoslovak I a, wh I cn was c I a I med to be t he most
appropriate analogue country, and for Poland on the basis of a
compar I son between export pr I ces to the Commun I ty and the
dome$t Ic producers ' costs of product Ion. as the latter had no
domest ic sales.
With regard to Injury, Imports Into the Community of UAN from
Bulgar la and Poland increased from 35. 000 tonnes In the year
1989/1990 to 180. 000 tonnes In 1991/1992, represent Ing an alleged
rise In market share from 3. 7% for 1989/1990 to 21. 2% for
1991/1992. The low prices of these imports continuously undercut
the pr ices of the Commun I ty producers and depressed the Commun I ty
market price by substantially more than 10% since 1989/1990.
Although- the Community industry s market share remained stable
from 1989/1990 to 1991/1992 after a decl ine in Imports from other
third countries and a reduction in the Community Industry
pri ce , its market share a  II  eged I y decreased by more than 5
percentage points, to a level of around 50% from June to November
1992. Furthermore, I ts product ion and sa les apparent I y decreased
and its financial situation deteriorated considerably.- 11 -
Watch movements from Malaysia and Thailand
The not I ce of in i t i at i on of an ant i -dump I ng proceed i ng was
pub I Ished on5 July 1993, with regard to Imports of certain watch
movements originating in Malaysia and Thai land. The complaint
was lodged by France Ebauches. the sole Community producer of the
product ,concerned.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a compar i son of expor t pr I ces to the Commun I ty and constructed
normal values for the two countries cited, as there were
allegedly no sales of the like product on the domestic markets of
the countries concerned.
With regard to injury, it was claimed that the market share of
imports from Malaysia and Thailand increased from 1. 7% in 1989 to
16% In 1992. The complainant also alleged substantial price
undercutting and price depression leading to a decl ine in sales
of the Commun i ty producer and to reduced prof i ts or fi nanc i a 
losses.
Fur fura I dehYde from PeoD Ie ' s ReDubl i c of Ch I na
The notice of Initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
pub I ished on 31 July 1993, with regard to imports of
furfuraldehyde originating in the People s Republ ic of China. The
complaint was lodged by Furfural Espagnol S. , the sole producer
of furfuraldehyde in the European Community.- 12 -
Furfuraldehyde is used in the production of lubricating oi Is and
as raw materials in the manufacture of furfural alcohol.
The comp I a i nt conta I ned ev I danCe of si gn if i cant d.umpl ng based on
a comparison of Chinese export prices to the Community with
export prices from Argentina, which was claimed to be an
appropr i ate ana logue count ry .
With regard to injury, It was alleged that Chinese Imports
increased their market share from 22. 7% in 1988 to 43% in 1992.
Ch inese export pr ices were alleged to have undercut those of the
Community producer by 29% in 1992 , forcing the latter to depress
its pr ices. As a consequence, it was a II eged that the Commun i ty
industry suffered a decline in production, sales and capaCity
ut i I isation and finally heavy losses.
Synthetic hand-knitting yarn from Turkey
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 4 August 1993, with regard to imports of synthetic
hand-knitting yarn originating In TurkeY, following a complaint
lodged by the Committee of the Wool Textll.e Industry of the EEC
(Interlaine) representing a major proportion of Community
production.
Since, accord i ng to the comp I a i nant , domest  cpr ices In Turkey
are not rei table, the allegation of dumping is based on the
compari son between a constructed norma I va lue of the product
(costs of production and a reasonable profit margin) and the
pr ices charged for export to the Communi ty of t,he product
concerned adjusted to an ex-works level. On the basis of the
above the dumping margins estimated are significant.- 13 -
With regard to injury, the market shares of the dumped imports
were alleged to have risen from 5. 6% in 1988 to 17.9% in 1992.
The complaint further alleged substantial price-undercutting,
financial losses and a fall in COmmunity production and sales.
Ferro-si I ico-manganese from Russia. Ukraine. Georgia. Brati I and
South Africa
...
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
publ ished on 4 August 1993, with regard to imports of ferro-
si Ilco-manganese originating in Russia, Ukraine, Georgia, Brazi 
and South Africa. The complaint was lodged by Euroalilages
representing all the Community producers of ferro-sl I ico-
manganese.
The product, ferro-si I ico-manganese, Is mainly used in the
deoxldisation of steel. Other applications are as an alloy
element for steel and the formulation of manganese castings.
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping based on
a compar I son of export pr I ces to the Commun i ty and domest i c
prices in South Afr ica and Brazi I , the latter being claimed to be
an appropriate analogue country for Russia, Ukraine and Georgia.
With regard to injury, it was all eged that the market share of
the countries concerned had increased from 15.5% in .1989 to 34.
in 1992, the imports being made at prices which substantially
undercut those charged by the Community producers. forcing the
latter _ to considerably reduce their prices to remain on the- 14 -
market. As a result of the deterioration of sales of ferro-
si I ico-manganese. the Community industry had incurred a
substantial decl ine in capacity uti I isation, reduced employment
and suffered heavy financial losses.
Sodium carbonate from the U.
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
published on 5 August 1993. with regard to imports of sodium
carbonate (soda ash) or Iglnating in the U.
The est imateddumping margin alleged by the complainant , based
on domestic prices in the U. A.. was significant.
As far as Injury was concerned, the volume of imports from the
A. allegedly represented arise in market share from 0.9% in '
1990 to 11. 3% in 1992. It was furthermore alleged tha~ the low
prices of these imports had undercut the Community producers
prices, that the market sha.re of the latter had declined by 12.
over the same period of time, and that their financial situation
had deteriorated considerably from profitabi I ity in 1990 to
i ncreas i ng losses in 1992.
Furazol idone from the People s Republ ic of China
The notice of initiation of an anti-dumping proceeding was
pub I ished on 9 November 1993, with regard to the imports of
Furazo I i done originatihg in the People s Republ ic of China.- 15 -
Furazolidone Is an1intlblotlc product which Is used In medicated
feedstuffs for the treatment of dIseases in swIne and poultry.
It can also be used for the treatment of cholera and other human
or veter i nary diseases. The compl a I nt was lodged by Orphahe 
BV. the sole Commun i ty producer of the product concerned.
The complaint contalneS evidence of significant dumping based on
a comparison of export prices to the Community and constructed
normal value in India, which was claimed to be an appropriate
ana logue country.
With regard to Injury, it was alleged that Chinese imports had
increased their market share from 20% in 1989 to 38% in 1992 
pr ices wh i ch undercut those charged by the Commun i ty producer by
up to 23%. The complainant alleged that the effect of these
dumped imports was a decline in production, capacity utilisation
and sales volume of the Community industry, together with a loss
in market share and price erosion leading to financia.1 losses.
Microwave ovens from the P. R. China. S. Korea. Malaysia and
Thai I and
The notice of initiaticn of an anti-dumping proceeding was
pub I ished on 18 December 1993, with regard to Imports of
microwave ovens originating in the P. R. China, S. Korea, Thai land
and Malaysia, following a complaint lodged by the Groupement
Interprofess iona I des fabricants d'appareils d' equipement manager
(GIFAM) representing a major proportion of the Community
product i on.- 16 -
The complaint contained evidence of significant dumping. In the
case of the P. R. China, a comparison was made between export
prices based on Community import statistics, and, the domestic
prices of the I ike product as obtained for sales in S. Korea,
which was claimed to be an appropriate
regards Korea, it was alleged that the
the i r expor ts to the Commun I ty through
accordingly the alleged dumping margin
ana logue country. 
Korean producers sol d
related Importers and
was based on a compar i son
between the export prices constructed in accordance with Article
2(8)(b) of the Basic RegulatIon, and domestic prices of the like
product sold in S. Korea. For Malaysia and Thai land , sales on
the domestic markets were allegedly made in insufficient
quantities and therefore did not permit a proper comparison with
export sales. The comp I a i nant consequent I y ca I cuI a ted 
constructed normal value on the basis of the value of the
different components of the spec I f I c mode I s and the direct labour
at standard cost in Thai land and Malaysia, pius an amount for
sell ing, administrat ive and other general expenses and a
reasonab I emarg in of prof it. Fur thermore, since export sa I es
from both Thai land and Malaysia were alleged to be made through
related sales companies in the community, the alleged dumping
marg in was determ I ned on the bas  sof a compar i son between the
const ructed norma I va I ue and const ructed eXpor t pr ices.- 17 -
With regard to, injury. it was alleged that the share of the
Community market held by these Imports increased from 33.8% in
1989 to 35.8% In 1992, at pr Ices wh Ich undercut those charged by
the Commun I ty producers by between 30 to 40%. I t was a (Ieged
that the Community industry s prices had been depressed in an
effort to compete with the al legedly dumped imports and to
maintain market share~ As a result , the complainants
profitabi I ity had allegedly decreased drastically, thus
undermining its Investment potentla~.- 18 -
PROVISIONAL MEASURES
4. 1 OVERV I EW
Provisional measures may be taken where the preliminary examination
shows that dumping or a subsidy exists, that there is sufficient
ev i dence of injury caused thereby. and that the interests of the
Community call for intervention. Provisional duties have a normal
period of validity of four months, Which may under certain
ci rcumstances be extended for a further per iod of two months.
Table 1 shows that 16 provisional dut,ies were imposed in 1993
compared to 18 in 1992 and 19 in 1991. The prov i s i ona I measures
imposed cover a wide range of product types and or i gins.
Detai Is of the provisional duties imposed in 1993 ar.e given in Annex
, whi 1st the following section of this report gives a summary of
each case where provisional dut ies were imposed during 1993.
CASES
Bicycles from China
This proceeding was initiated on 12 October 1991 with regard to
imports of bicycles from Taiwan as well as China. A provisional
ant i-dumping duty was imposed on 11 March 1993.- 19 -
Dump I nQ
Since the People s Republic of China Is a state ,trading country,
norma I va I ue had to be based on the cond I t Ions of a mar~et
economy country (analogue country). In this case the domestic
prices as well as constructed values In Taiwan were used as a
basis for normal value. As all export sales were made to
Independent buyers, the export price was establlshed.on Ute basis
of the prices paid or Payable for the product. sold for export to
the Community. In view of the large number of exporters, the
Commission used sampling techniques and included In its sample
five companies which represented 85% of all exports from the
companies which co-operated with the Commission.
the dumping margin for China amounted to 34. 4%.
On t his bas i 
Injury
In terms of market share, the imports of bicycles from China
increased from 4.6% in 1989 to 10. 5% in the invest igat ion per iod
whl I st the Commun I ty producers ' market share dropped from 33% to
27% over the same per iod of time. The investigation also
revea I ed the ex i stence of pr ice undercut t I ng wh i ch amounted to
43.8%. The injury was mainly reflected in a stagnation of sales,
the loss of market share and unsat Isfactory prof i ts dur ing a
per lod of I ncreased demand.- 20 -
Commun i t y Interest
I t was found that the Commun i ty industry had made substant I a I
efforts in order to rat lona Use the product ion process and thus
demonstrated their determination to remain competitive. AI though
in the short term. users would probably have to pay more for
their products, in the long term it was considered in their
nterest that fa i r competi tion on the Community market be re-
establ ished. It was -consequently concluded that it was in the
interest of the Community to take action.
Measures
Since the level of injury exceeded the dumping margin, a
provisional anti-dumping duty of 34. 4% was imposed based on the
latter.
Low carbon ferro-chrome from Kazakhstan. Russia and Ukraine
On 3 Apri I 1993, a provisional anti-dumping duty was imposed 
imports into the Commun i ty of ferro-chrome wi th a carbon content
by weight of max. 0. 5% (low carbon ferro chrome). originating 
Ka:z:akhstan " Russ i a and Ukra i ne. The invest i ga t i on had been
initiated against these countries  on  1 August 1992, subsequent to
a complaint from the Comite de Liaison des Industries de Ferro-
A I I i age de I a CEE.- 21 -
Dumc I ng
Due to the lack of co-operat Ion, normal value was based on cost
of prOduction of the South African producer as submitted In the
complaint. South Africa was considered an appropriate analogue
country.
In view of the fact that none of the exporters or Importers
concerned submitted any evidence with respect to the exports of
the product concerned, export pr I ces were estab Ii shed on the
basis of the Community s Import statistics.
I n order to make a fa I r compar I son between the norma I va I ue and
the export price, due allowance was made for the factors
affect I ng pr ice comparab ill ty.
On  this basis, a dumping margin of 41. 3% was establ ished for the
three countries concerned.
Injury
With regard to injury, it was found that import quantities had
Increased by 73% between 1990 and the invest igat ion per iod, and
the market shares he I d by the countr i es ci ted Increased over
the same period from 10. 7% to 18.3%. During the same period,
quant.ities sold by the Community industry dropped by 29% and its
market share dropped from 22.9% to 16. 2%. Due to the pr ice
undercu t t i ng of 54% pract i sed by the expor ters, the Commun I ty
industry was forced to reduce  ts pr ices, wh i ch I ed to the
deterioration of the profitabll Ity of its sales in the Community.- 22 -
Communi tv interest
With regard to Community Interest , It was concluded that it was
I n the I nterest of the COmmun I ty to protect the rema I n I ng
Community prOducer agaInst unfair competition from the countries
concerned In order to maintaIn efficient and technIcally advanced
production in the Community.
Measures
Since the level of prIce under.cuttlng signifIcantly exceeded the
dumpIng margin, the duty was imposed at the level of the latter.
In order tominlmise the rIsks that the effects of the duty might
be evaded by price manipulation. It was considered appropriate to
Impose the duty in the form of a specific amount per kIlogram
which was set at 0. 276 ECU per ki logram for low
chrome.
carbon ferro-- 23 -
5" mlcrodlsks from Jaoan. Taiwan and the Peoole s Reoubllc of
China
On 22 Apri I 1993, provisional anti-dumping duties were imposed on
imports into the Community of 3.5" mlcrodisks originating In
Japan, Ta I wan and the P. R. Ch I na . The proceed I ng had been
Initiated on 5 July 1991 , following a complaint lodged by the
Committee of European DlsketteUanufacturers (DISKMA).
Dumo i no
Dumping margins ranged from 37 . 3% to 60. 1% for cooperat ing
producers in Japan, the corresponding figures for Taiwan being
20.4% to 33.5%. For the P. R. China, the general dumping margin
was 41.5%. There was one except ion to this, where the dumping
margin was 35.6%. For non-cooperators in Japan and Taiwan, the
highest dumping margins found were considered appropriate, i.
60. 1% and 33.5% respectively.
Norma I va lues for Japanese producers were, in t he absence of
adequate cooperat ion, constructed on the bas is of the facts
avai lab Ie in accordance with art.icie 7(7)(b) of the Basic
Regulat ion. For one of the two cooperating producers in Taiwan,
normal val ue was estab Ii shed on the bas i s of the pri ce actua II y
pai d in the ord i nary course of trade for domesti c sa I es of the
like product. For the other cooperat ing producer, norma I va lue
had to be constructed on the basis of this producer
manufacturing costs , plus an amount for sell ing, general and-- 24 -
administrative costs, and for profit. AS to the P. R. China, a
non-market economy, norma I va I~e was estab I I shed on the bas I s 
the we i ghted aver age norma I va I ue for the two T~ i wanese producers
referred to above, Taiwan being considered an appropriate
ana logue country.
Expor t pr I ces for Japan were constructed I n accordance with
Article 2(8)(b) of the Basic Regulation on the basis of the
prices at which imported mlcrodlsks were first resold to
independent buyers in the Community, since almost all export
sales by the producers concerned were to related importers. For
Taiwan . prices actually paid for the product sold for export were
used. For the P. R. China, export prices were used in some cases,
while export prices to the Community from related Hong Kong
compan i es were used I n others. Where exports from China were
made to related importers in the Community. export prices were
constructed as descr Ibed above for Japanese producers.
In order to make a fai. r comparison between normal values and
expor t pr ices, allowances were made as appropr i ate for a II
factors affecting price comparabi I ity, such as differences in
physical characteristi. , conditions of sale, etc.- 25 -
Injury
The volume of dumped imports into the Communi ty from the three
countr les In Quest ion rose by 110% between 1988 and the reference
per lod. Desp I te th i s rise. however, the share of the Commun I ty
market represented by these Imports fe II from 37% to 34% over the
corresponding period. This decl Ine was whOlly due to a fall in
I mpor ts f rom Japan, wh I ch appeared to have been progress i ve I Y
replaced by offshore production by Japanese companies in third
countr i es and in the Commun I ty.
The prices at which these impprts were sold underwent declines of
up to 75%, much more than could have been expected from the
operat ion of norma I econom i C compet it Ion. The Communi t 
industry, a newcomer in the production o.f the product under
investigation, had to reduce its prices in an attempt to maintain
and deve lop market posi t ion and, consequent I y, exper lenced acute
price erosion and serious financial deterioration. Given its
early stage of development, the industry was dependent on the
profitable sales growth essential to the generation of investment
funds in a sector of rap i diy-chang i ng techno lOgy: Due to dump i ng
by the countr ies concerned, however , the industry was unable to
achieve _the r.ates of capacity ufi I isation , market share (stagnant
at around 12% over the period) and profits required to ensure its
continuing vlabil ity.- 26 -
Commun I t y Interest
In this regard, It was considered that any short-term
disadvantages of the effects of duties for Community users was
outwe I ghed by the benef I ts of restor I ng fa I r compet I tlon and
ensur I ng the cont I nued ex i stence of the Commun I ty industry, wh I ch
wOUld , in the long-run, Increase the qual Ity and diversity of
supply and levels of competition. The Community Industry would
also be afforded the opportunity of maintaining and developing
Its presence In an area of technological significance.
Measures
The Commission imposed duties at the level of the lower of the
price undercutting margins or. the dumping margins. These
provisional duties ranged from 5. 2% to 40. 9% for Japan, and from
20. 4% to 33.5% for Taiwan. For the P.R. China, a general level
of duty of '41. 5% was imposed, with one exception where the
provisional duty was 35.6%.
Electronic weighing scales fromSinaaDore and the ReDubl ic of
Korea
On 6 May 1993, provislonal anti-dumping duties were imposed on
imports into the Community of certain electronic weighing scales
originating in Singapore and the Republic of Korea. The
investigation had been lnitiated on1D January 1992 for Singapore
and extended to Korea on 4 Apr i I 1992, subsequent to complaints
lodged by sever al Commun i ty producers a II eged I y represent i ng a
major proportion of the Community production.- 27 -
Dumc i nQ
Normal value for all Singapore and Korean producers was
estab II shed on the bas I s Of the we I ghted aver age domest i c pr Ices,
since those sales were comparable In product type, pr ice
structure, quant I ty and category of customer, to sa I es to the
Community made during the Investigation period. Two Korean
exporters requested an Individual normal value calculation, which
would have led to a normal value based on the weighted average
prices of sales to a specific category of independent customers.
Since evidence presented by the exporters was judged
insufficient, norm~1 value for these producers was determined on
the bas is of a II sa I es to independent customers. For Singapore,
export prices were determined on the basis of the prices actually
paid or payable for the exports to the Community. For Korea,
they were determined in the same way as far as sales to
i ndependent customers were concerned. Where sa I es were made to
related importers, export prices were constructed on the basis of
the resale prices to the first independent purchaser, adjusted to
take account of a II costs incurred between importat ion and
resale, plus a reasonab Ie marg in of prof i 1.
Normal value was compared with export prices on a transaction-by-
transact ion basis. Differences affecting price comparabi I ity
were taken into account , if substantiated. The claims of two
Korean producers concern i ng certa i n a II eged rebates were
rejected , because it was concluded that there was no direct I ink
between the rebate and the sales under consideration. For the
same reason, however, the amounts of the allowance for sales,
salaries and transport claimed by the same producers were
adjusted.- 28 -
Dumping margins were established at a level ranging from 8. 5% to
31% for Singapore and from 7. 2% to 29% for Korea.
Inlury
As far as injury was concerned , it was considered that the
effects of Korean and Singapore imports had to be analysed
cumulatively, as the exported products of each of the countries
concerned were al ike in all respects, interchangeable and
competed with each other and with retal I electronic weighing
sca I es produced I n the Commun I ty.
Cons I der i ng the market share and the pr I ces of the dumped
imports, lt appeared that these shares increased considerably and
that pr ice undercutt ing was signi flcant.
It emerged also from the investigation that , as a result of the
dumped Imports, the Community Industry had experienced fall Ing
sales , financial losses and employment cutbacks, and thus
suffered material injury.
Community interest
With regard to Community interest, it was established that
intervention was warranted. Indeed, the industry concerned not
only requires a significant number of qual ified staff , but also
involves technologies, the loss of which would mean a global loss
of compet i t I ve edge in the electron i cs sector. The remova I of- 29 -
the unfair advantages gained by dumping practices was designed
to prevent the further decl ine of the Community industry. 
would also help to maintain the avai labi Iity to the consumer of
the widest possible choice of products. There was .no evidence
that consumer prices would be significantly affected by the
measures.
Measures
Since the level of injury exceeded the dumping margin found, the
latter formed the basis of the anti-dumping duty. Provisional
dut les were therefore imposed ranging from 7. 2% to 29% for Korea
and from 8. 5% to 31% for Singapore.
Ethanolamines from the United States of America
On 4 August 1993, a provisional anti-dumping duty was imposed on
imports into the Communi ty of ethanolamines or iginat ing in USA.
The investigation had been initiated on 6 August 1992, subsequent
toa complaint lodged by the European Counci l of Chemical
Manufacturers ' Federation (CEFIC).
Dumc i ng
Dump i ng marg Ins of between 52% and 91% were estab I i shed for the
different exporters.
Normal value was establ ished on the basis of domestic prices,
exc IUd i ng loss mak i ngsa I es and sa I es where pr ices were
influenced by the relationship between seller and buyer
, j .
capt i ve use and sa I es to assoc i a ted compan i es .- 30 -
In all cases the export sales were made to related importers 
the Commun ity. The export pr ice was therefore constructed on the
basis Of the price to the first independent buyer in the
Commun ity, adjusted by costs incurred between Importat ion and
resale and a reasonable amount of profit. These costs Include
those incurred by companies associated to the exporters situated
in a third country, which normally would have been borne by an
importer in theCommunHy.
In order to ensure a fa i r compar I son at an ex-factory level
between the normal value and export prIces, allowances were made
for all factors affecting price compatabi Ilty, including sell ing,
transport, insurance, hand I ing, loading expenses etc.
Injury
With regard to injury, it was found that the market share of the
dumped imports dur ing the invest Igat ion per iod increased by 18%,
whereas the market share of the Commun i ty producers decreased 
8%, and the Commun i ty consumpt ion rose by 4%. I n the same
period , the prices of the Imports decreased by 41% and the
Community prodUcers had to cope with persistent price
undercutting which has led to substanti'al financial losses,
preventing them , inter alia, from keeping their investments at
the levels required for a sustainable production.- 31 -
Communi tv Interest
The Commission concluded that it was in the Community s interest
to restore fair competition in order to enable the Community
industry to cover its costs and attain Pfofitabi I ity once again,
and to also halt the Injurious effects on the profitabi I ity 
the other products proauced in the same integrated product ion
facll ities as ethanolamine. From the consumer interest point of
view, the effects of the measures proposed have to be considered
in the long-term , where a sufficient number of suppl iers on the
Community market competing under fair conditions will ensure fair
pr Ices. The ava i I ab I e data on the US market, where  on  I y three
supp I iers serve the market, showed that pr ices for end-users
tended to be much higher than those on the Commun i ty market.
Measures
A provisional anti-dumping duty in the form of a minimum import
pr ice of between 584 ECU/tonne and 652 ECU/tonne, depend i ng on
the type of ethanolamine, was therefore imposed on imports of
ethanolamines from the USA. I t was expected that th i smeasure
wou I d enab I e the EC-producers to becomu prof i tab Ie agai n, wh i 1st
allowing the American exporters to maintain their activities on
the EC market , thus preserving a healthy competitive balance.
Fluorspar from the People s Republ ic of China
On 7 September 1993, a provisional anti-dumping duty was imposed
on imports into the Community of fluorspar originating in the
R. China. The investigation was initiated on 25 Apri I 1992.- 32 -
Six Community producers, two Chinese trading organlsatlons
representing 21% of the totalIty of fluorspar Imported from
China, and two unrelated Importers cooperated In the
invest Igat Ion.
Dumo i ng
The provisional dumping margin establ ished was equivalent to
13.2%. Since China Is not a market economy country, normal value
was established In an appropriate reference country, namely South
Africa. This country was considered appropriate In view of the
competitiveness of the market and the volume of production there.
Due to the I imlted cooperation of the Chinese exporters, the
export price was based on the best information avai lable, which
was considered to be that contained in Eurostat.
Injury
In view of the fact that a large proportion of sales of the
Comun i ty producers on the Commun i ty market is so Ide i ther to
related companies or under long,...term agreements, and that this
capt i ve market I s not affected by the dumped Impor ts, the
Commission , in accordance With the criteria laid down by the
Court of Justice, clearly distinguished, for the determination of
Injury, a capt i ve market from a free market.
Consequently, the assessment of injury was exclusively based on
data referr ing to the free market.- 33 -
In this respect , it was found that these Imports had increased
their market share from 3% in 1988 to 50% in 1991 , whl 1st
undercutt jng the pr Ices of the Community producers by up to 41%.
The injury to the Community Industry was reflected In a loss of
sal es and market share, pr Ice undercutt i ng and f I nanc I a I losses.
Community interest
With regard to Community Interest , It was considered that the
need to give legitimate protection to the fluorspar Industry
outwe ighed the effect of pr Ice Increases to the end users of the
product under cons.iderat ion.
Measures
It was establ ished that the injury caused by dumped imports
exceeded the level of dumping. The measures were therefore
calculated in relation to the latter (13. 2%). As far as the form
of the duty is concerned , the Commission established a variable
duty with a minimum price of 93. 40 ECUs per tonne.
Book bound photo a I bums from the Peop Ie s Repub I i c of Ch i na
On 10 September 1993, a provisional anti-dumping duty was imposed
on i mpor ts into the Commun i ty of book bound photo a I bums. The
Investigation had been initiated on 12 May 1992 , following a
complaint from the Committee of European Photo Album
Manufacturers.- 34 -
Dump i ng
A dumping margin of 19. 4% was provisionally established for .these
Imports from China. Normal value was established on the basis of
a constructed value In South Korea, which was considered an
appropriate analogue country.
Constructed value was calculated In relation to costs of
prOduct ion , plus an amount for selling, general and
administrative expenses and for profit. Export prices were
estab I i shed on the bas I s of pr I ces to I ndepehdent importers in
the Commun i ty.
I n order to ensure a fa I r compar i son between norma I va I ue and
expor t pr ices, a Ilowance was made where appropri ate for
differ.ences in physical characteristics and sell ing expenses.
No individual treatment was granted to the cooperating exporter
essent ially because all exports from state trading countr ies must
be subject to a single country-wide duty in circumstances where
an exporting entity cannot establish that It is free to act
I ndepender;,1 y from the State. Since such independence by the
cooperating exporter was not established , a single dumping margin
for all Chinese exports was establ ished.
InJury
With regard to injury, It was found that the vo.lume of Chinese
imports had increased by 43% from 1989 to 1992 , whi 1st their
prices had undercut those of the Community producers by 32. 1%.- 35 -
The Community Jndustry suffered a loss of sales and market share
(43.8% in 1989 to 40.6% In 1992). Whilst some Community
producers succeeded In i ncreas I ng pr I ces of som~ mode I s of boOK
bound albums in 1991 , the overall increase was sufficient to
prevenr a net worsening of the financial results of the Community
industry.
I t was foUnd that the pressure of the dumped Ch I nese Impo~ts"
whose increase In volume coincided In time with a decrease In
Community production , had had the effect of depriving the
Community industry of the full benefit of the anti-dumping
measures taken In 1990 aga I nst other i mpor ts of the I Ike product,
and had I led significant deleterious effect on the Community book
bound photo a I bum market.
Commun i ty interest
The Commission felt It would not be in the Community s interest
for this industry to be forced to cease production , thereby
rendering the Community entirely dependent ' on third country
imports to satisfy market demand.
Measures
The Injury caused to the Community industry exceeded the level of
dump i ng found, and measures were therefore ca Icu I a ted in re I a ti 
to the latter. The Commission , consequently, imposed a single
provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of book bound photo
albums originating inP. R. China at a rate of 19. 4%.- 36 -
Ferro-si I Icon from South Africa and the People s Republic of
China
On 22 September 1993, provisional anti-dumping duti.es were
Imposed on Imports Into the Community of ferro-si I Icon
originating In South Africa and the P.R. China. The
InvestigatIon was opened on 9 July 1992 , subsequent to a
complaint lodged by the Liaison Committee of Ferro-Alloy
Industries (CLIFA).
Dump I no
For South Africa, the dumping margins found ranged from 34. 7% to
47.7%. For the P. R. China, the margin was established at 49. 7%.
Normal value for the South African companies was calculated on
the basis of domest ic pr ices. For China., normal value was
estab I i shed' on the basi s of constructed va I ue I n Norway as that
count ry was cons I dered to have an appropr ia te ana logue market.
For South Africa, export prices were based on the actual prices
charged to I ndependent Importers in the Commun i ty. Where expor ts
were made to related importers, export prices Were- constructed on
the basis of adJusted resale prices to the first independent
purchaser.
AS no Chinese exporters cooperated in the investigation, export
prices for that country were based upon the most reasonable
information , whi ch was, in this case, the Eurostat statistics.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between normal value and
export prices , allowances were made for factors affecting price-
comparabi I ity.- 37 -
InJury
WI th regard to Injury, the effects of South Afr Ican and Ch Inese
imports had to be analysed accumulat Ively, as theferro-sll Icon
exported by each of the countries concerned was alike In all
respects with the product manufactured and so I d on the Commun i ty
market. When assessing the Injur lous effect of these imports,
account had also to be taken of the Imports from other countries
which were subject at the same time to a review procedure.
Dumped imports from South Africa and China. taken in isolation
had to be considered as having a substantial Influence on the
Injurious situation of the Community industry.
Community interest
In the particular circumstances of this proceeding. failure to
take prov I s iona I measures woul d have aggravated the a I ready
precarious situation of the Community industry, especially
noticeable from the financial losses incurred. the shrinking of
market shares and the resul t i ng downgrad i ng of investments. The
Commun i ty I ndustry had been affected by Imports from other non-
Community countries, namely Norway, Sweden lceland, Kazakhstan,
Russia, Brazi I, Venezuela, Poland and Egypt , which were subject
to anti-dumping measures. All these countries would have been
treated in a discriminatory manner and the effect.ivenessof the
measures in force underm ined I f no measures had been taken
against South Africa and China. As to the interest of the end- 38 -
users of fer ro-si licon , their short-term pr ice advantages had to
be viewed against the backgrou~d of the longer-term effects of
not restoring fair competition. Thedlsapearance of the
Community industry would have reduced supply and competition to
the detr iment of the consumers. Moreover the price of ferro-
s III con represents, on average, on I YO. 2% of the cost of a tonne
of stee I .
Measures
For both countries, the level of injury was higher than the
dumping margins found. Duties were imposed on the basis of the
latter, i. e. 49.7% for the P.R. China and 47. 4% for South Africa
(with an individual rate of 34.7% for one company).
Isobutanol from Russian Federat ion
On 2 October 1993, provisional anti-dumping duties were imposed
on imports into the Community of isobutanol originating in the
Russian Federation. The investigation had been initiated on
September 1992 , following a complaint lodged by the European
Chemical Industry Counci I (CEFIG).
Dumping
A dump.ing margin of 46. 1% was establ ished for the Russian
producers as a whole.
Norma I va I ue was based on the domesti c sa I es pr ices of .a samp I e
of Uni ted States producers represent ing about 69% of domestic
sales in the Unlted States.- 39 -
In view of the non-cooperat ion of Russian producers, export
prices were based on the best information available, which in
this case was considered to be that presented by two importers,
one unre I ated and one re I ated. I n the case of the former, the
export pr ice was determined on the basis of the actual CIF pr ice,
duty unpaid, whilst for the latter , the CIF price was
reconstructed by deducting from the average resale price to the
first I ndependent buyer in the Commun I ty a II costs between i mpor t
and resale, plus a reasonable margin of profit.
In order to ensure a fair compar I son between normal value and
export prices, allowances were made to take account of
differences In phys I cal character 1st i cs between the US product
and the Russ i an product. Furthermore , adjustments were made in
respect to inland freight, sea freight , insurance,
hand I i ng/load i ng, pack i ng, cred i t costs, techn i ca I ass i stance and
sa I esmen s sa I ar I es .
Injury
With regard to injury, the provisional findings revealed th'
market share of Russian exporters doubled from 13.5% in 1988 to
23. 2% In the Investigation period, while Community industry saw
its market share fall ing from 54. 3% to 40.6%. This loss of
market share occur red aga i nst a background of dec I in I ng
consumption which aggravated falls in production levels and in
the pr ices charged by Communi ty producers, who were forced to
reduce their prices by 31. 5% between 1990 and the investigation
period. The negative evolution of sales, combined with price
erosion, resulted in heavy financial losses for Community
producers.- 40-
Commun I tv interest
With regard to Community Interest , it was considered that the
Imposition of duties woUld have a limited effect on prices of
I sobutano I In view of the hlgh number of suppliers. The price Of
the end product would not be significantly affected either.
Furthermore, I twas clear that I f no measures were taken, the
situation of the Community producers would further deteriorate.
It was therefore in the Interests both of the Community industry
and consumers that fair competitIon be restored on the Community
market.
Measures
As the level of Injury caused by the dumping was greater than the
dump I ng found, the duty was a II gned on the dump i ng marg in and
expressed as a f I xed amount of 102 ECU/tonne.
Television Cameras from Jaoan
On 30 October 1993, provisional anti-dumping duties were Imposed
on imports into the Community of television cameras originating
in Japan. The investigation had been initiated on 10 March 1993.
Dumo i na
The dumping margins found varied between 49. 9% and 97%, depending
on the exporter concerned.- 41 -
The norma I va I ~e was based on pr ices in Japan whi ch appeared 
be largely profitable.
All exporters sold to the Community via related importers. The
export prices had , therefore, to be constructed on the basis of
the resale prices charged by the various related Importers,
adjusted to the level of CIF at the Community frontier by
deduct i ng a II costs of the Importer and an amount for prof ~ t.
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the normal value and
export price, allowances were made for all factors affecting
price comparabi I ity. In th is respect, adjustments were made for
differences in salesmen s salaries,' packing, insurance, handl ing,
warranty, payment terms and overseas transport. Some of the
adjustments, however , were partially rejected because they did
not djrectly relate to the sales under consideration.
Injury
With regard to injury, the Commission found that the imports of
television cameras increased by 74% between 1989 and 1990 and
decreased by 10% 1'"1 the period of investigation. From 1989 to
1990 the sales of the Community industry decreased by almost 9%,
and by a further 20% between 1990 and the investigation period.
I n terms of share of the Communi ty market, the Japanese exporters
Increased their market share from 52% In 1989 to 68% In 1990 and
to 70% during the i nvest igat ion period. At the same time, the
Communi ty producers lost market share from 48% in 1989 to 32% 
1990, and to 30% during the investigation period.
It was also establ ished that the prices charged by the Japanese
exporters undercut those of the Commun i ty producers by marg i ns
varying between 40% and 64%, depending on the exporter.
The effect of these factors on the s i tuat ion of the Commun i ty
industry was characterised by the sharply negative development of
al I re.levant economic indicators of the Community industry.
Material injury was consequently clearly establ ished.- 42 -
Community interest
In de~erminlng whether it was in the interest of the Community
that measures be taken , the COITIIJIlsslon took account of the
interest .of the Commun i ty producers of te I evis Ion camera systems
as we II as the  nterest of the users I n the Commun I ty. The
Commission concluded that commercial defence measures were
reqUired which would safeguard a variety of sources Of supply 
the Community, and should have positive long-term effects with
regarQ to the number of compet I tors and consequent I Y on consumer
pri ces.
Measures
It was consequently decided to impose a provisional anti-dumping
duty on the imports of television cameras in the form of ad
vaJ'oremduties which varied between 49. 9% and 97%, depending on
the exporter concerned.- 43 -
DEFINITIVE MEASURES
5 . 1  OVERV I EW
Definitive measures may be taken where the facts a$ finally
established during the investigation $how that there i$ dumping or 
$ubsidizatlon, that .inJury i$ caused thereby, and that the intere$ts
of the Community call for intervention. Definitive anti-dumping or
countervailing duties are imposed by the Council, acting by qualified
maiority , on a proposal $ubmitted by the Commission after
consul tat ion of Member states.
During the course of 1993, 19 definitive duties were imposed as a
result of anti-dumping investigations. Thl. figure Is in line with
the number of definitive duties imposed over the three previous
years. The measure$ imposed reflect a wide diversity of product
sectors and or Ig ins. Detai Is of the definitive duties imposed 
1993 are given in Annex C, and the following section of this report
gives a summary of each case where def in It i ve du t i e$ were Imposed
during 1993.
As part of the reform of the decision-making process agreed upon by
the Council on 15 December 1993 (see below 10. 1), the Council decided
that , as of 10 March 1994 , decisions on anti-dumping and
counterva i I ing duties wi II be taken by simple major i ty-- 44 ~
CASES
SYnthet i c fibres of po I vester from I nd I a and the ReDub II c of
Korea
On 15 January 1993. definitive anti-dumping duties were imposed
on i mpor ts I nto the Commun I ty of synthet I c fibres of po I yester
originating in India and the Republ ic of Korea. The
Invest Igat ions had been opened on 21 November 1990, subsequent
to a complaint lodged by the International Rayon and Synthetic
Fibres Committee (CIRFS). Provisional emti-dumping duties were
imposed on 16 July 1992.
DumD i ng
With regard to India, no dumping was found for one producer and
rates of from 2% to 7. 2% were establ ished for the remainder; for
South Korea, no dump log was found for one prOducer and rates 
6% and 4. 8% were establ ished for the two other producers
involved.
Normal values were establ ished on the basis of domestic prices
, where sales were made in Insufficient quantities, on the
basis of constructed value, I. e. the actual costs of manufacture,
plus an amount for sell ing, general and administrative costs and
for prof it.
Export pr ices were based on the actual pr ices charged to
independent importers in the Community.- 45 -
In order to ensure a fair comparison between the normal value and
the export prices, allowance was made for all factors affecting
price comparability. Including differences In physical
character 1st I cs. se II ing expenses and import charges.
InJurv
WI th regard to InJury. the combined market share of these imports
increased from 1. 1% in 1988 to 6. 2% In 1991. whilst their prices
undercut those charged by the Commun I ty producers by between 10%
and 29%. Though consumption . COmmunity production and market
share remained relatively stable. the Investigation found that
there was a negative return on sales of the Community Industry
from 1988 onwards. In 1990, none of the Community producers
reached reasonable profitability. and several of them Incurred
severe losses. Over the same period, the Community Industry cut
Its workforce by 5%. cut its investments and closed two plants.
I t was found , furthermore, that the rapid penetrat Ion of the
IndIan and Korean Imports was obtained at the expense of Imports
already subject to anti-dumping measures, and had the effect of
impeding the improvement of the COmmunity industry.
Commun i  tv  interest
As far as Community interest was concerned , though the Commission
recognized that the Imposition of duties could affect the
relative competitiveness of the exporters. it also held that the
remova I of unfa I r advantages ga I ned by dump I ng was des Igned to
prevent the decline of the Community Industry and to maintain the
ava I I ab I I i ty of cho I ce.- 46 -
Measure~
The r~tes of duty levels were established at the level of the
dumping margins definitively determined. Definitive anti-dumping
duties were, therefore, Imposed ata level of 7. 2% for synthetic
fibres of polyesters orlgin~ting in India w:th individual rates
UP to 7. 2% and 4. 8% for synthetic fibres of polyester originating
in the Republ ic of Korea with individual rates UP to 4.8%.
Outer rings of tapered roller bearings from Japan
On 15 January 1993, the Council Imposed definitive anti-dumping
dut les on imports of outer rings of tapered roller bearings
(commonly known as "TRB cups ) originating in Japan. The
investigation had been Initiated on 4 January 1991 and
provisional measures were imposed on 18 July 1992.
Six Commun i ty, producers, two Japanese exporters and s i x producers
situated in the Community related to the Japanese exporters
cooperated in the invest igat ion.
Dumping
The definitive dumping margins established ranged from 6% to
11 .3%. The norma I va I ue was estab I i shed on the bas i s of domest i c
sales in Japan or , where there were insufficient sales of a
particular type or the sales were below the costs of production
on the basis of constructed value (i.e. the actual costs of
manufacture, plUs an amount for sell lng, general and
admi n i strat ive costs and for profi t). Expor t pr  ces were
constructed on the basis of the sell ing price to the first
independent buyer in the Community.- 47 -
Inlury
With regard to injury, It was found that these imports from Japan
had Increased their share of the COmmunity market from 11.2% in
1988 to 14. 3% during 1990. whilst undercutting- the prices of the
Community producers by up to 9.4%. The Injury to the complainant
industry was reflected"'ln a loss of sales and market share, price
undercutting. price depression and financial losses.
Commun I ty Interest
With regard to Community Interest , It was considered that the
need to give legitimate protection to a strategic industry
outwe ighed the limi ted effect of pr ice Increases for the end-
users of TRB cups.
Measures
As it was established that the Injury caused by dumped imports in
a II cases exceeded the leve I of dump i ng, the 'measures were based
on the latter.
imposed.
Duties ranging from 6% to 11. 3% were therefore
DRAMs originating in tbe ReDubllc of Korea
After the imposition of a provisional anti-dumping duty In
September 1992 , the Commission imposed definitivl;) anti-dumping
measures on 18 March 1993.- 48 -
Dump i no
On the basis of the Investigation carried out after the
imposition of provisional measures. dumping margins of between
16.6% and 120. 1% were established.
Inlury
The provisional findings with regard to Injury were confirmed at
the definlt ive stage. I.e. the Commission determined a
substant lal increase In the Korean producers" market share from
6% in 1986 to 25% In 1990 and substant lal undercutt ing by the
Korean producers of the Commun i ty producers ' pr ices.
Despite a relatively positive development of the Community
industry with respect to the production and sales quantities
after It started operations In the Community in 1989. its
financial performance deteriorated considerably thereafter,
reaching a level threatening overall viabi I ity.
Community interest
The conclusions reached at the provisional stage with respect to
the Commun i ty interest were conf i rmed at the def in i t i vestage,
e. the need for a balance between maintaining a viable
Community DRAM Industry operating in a key downstream DRAM-user
industry, which Is technological Iy equally important.- 49 -
Measures
Taking into account the conclusions on dumping, Injury and
COmmun i ty interest. under tak I ngs offered by the Korean producers
which function as a safety net were accepted by the Commission,
as th is type of measure ensured the f I ex I bi I I ty needed to avo i d
any undue adverse effect on market prices. Furthermore, a
definitive antl7dumping duty of 24.7% was Imposed on all other
Imports originating in Korea.
Seamless Iron or steel tubes from HungarY. Poland and Croatia
On 15 May 1993, the Counci I Imposed def i nit i ve ant I -dump i ng
duties on imports of certain iron or steel tubes from Hungary,
Poland and Croatia. At the same time, the Commission accepted
undertak Ings from producers and exporters in these countr ies
wh ich co.:.operated in the proceed I ng.
The investigation was initIated on 12 December 1991. In addition
to the aforementioned countries, the notice of initiation
included the then Czechoslovakia. On 14 November 1992,
provisional anti-dumping duties were imposed on Imports from all
of the countries involved in this proceeding, whi 1st temporari Iy
suspending the duty imposed with regard to Croatia.
At the. same time as the definitive measures were imposed,
negotiations were held with the Czech Republic and the Slovak
Republ ic with regard to establishing trade arrangements for
certain steel products Including those subject to the proceeding.
It was, therefore, considered appropriate, at this point 
time, to exclude these two countries from the scope Of definitive
measures.- 50 -
DumD I ng
Dumping margins were definitively established at a level of 25.
for Croatia, 21. 8% for Hungary. 11.7% for Poland and' 49.6% for
both the Czech and Slovak Republics.
Normal value for Croatia was establ ished on the basis of domestic
pr Ices of the sole Croat Ian producer. As Poland, Hungary and the
former Czechoslovakl a could not be considered to have market-
economies throughout the Investigation period, It was decided to
apply the normal values established for Croatia to the Hungarian,
Po I ish and Czechos lovak products.
Export pr ices were establ ished on the basis of sales to
independent importers in the Community.
In order to make a fair comparison between the normal values and
export prices, allowance was made for factors affecting price
comparabi I ity, such as transport. insurance and the effect of
differences in the cost of credit granted.
Injury
With regard to injury, it was found that the cumulated market
share of the export ing countr ies concerned rose from 7. 8% in 1988
to 13. 7% in 1.991 , whilst the prices of these imports undercut
those of Community producers by between 10. 8% and 30. 4%.
The consequent impact on the Commun i ty i ndust ry was a dec line of
production and sales volume, a significant los~ of market share,
depression of prices In a period of rising production costs and a
substantial deterioration In financial results.- 51 -
Commun I tv interest
Tak Ing I nto account that the stee I tube product Ion I s an
Important basic Industry, wi th both upward and downward
ramifications In other steel sectors, It was concluded that 
was In the Communlty S Interest to re-establish fair competitive
cond I t Ions In the market. Furthermore, it was considered that
the Impact of the price Increases necessary wOUld have a J Imlted
effect and that, In any event, Community processors could not
expect to benefit from unfair competition forcing Community
producers to sell at a loss.
Measures
Definitive anti-dumping duties were established at the level of
InjUry found. On this basis, the rates of duty imposed amount to
21.7% for Hungary, 10.8% for Poland and 17 .4% for Croat ia.
The Hungar Ian, Pol Ish and Croat Ian producers and exporters co-
operating In this proceeding offered undertakings which were
accepted by the Commission , and were therefore exempted from the
scope of the duty.- 52 -
Maanesium oxide (caustic maaneslte) from the PeoDle s ReDubl Ic of
China
On 17 June 1993, the Council imposed a definitive ant l-dumplng
duty on Imports of magnesium oxide originating in China. The
I nvest I gat Ion had been in i t I ated on 26 October 1991 and a
provisional anti-dumping duty was Imposed on 26 September 1992.
A prolonged process of consultation was necessary in order to
fully consider the views of all of the part les before the
Commission was able to draw Its final conclusions. This lengttlY
consultation resulted in the provisional measures lapsing on 25'
March 1993, before the Imposition of definitive measures.
Dumping
A 'dumping' margin of 27. 09% was establ Ished  for  the P. R. China.
Norma I va I ue was based on constructed va I ues in Turkey, wh I ch was
considered an appropriate anal.ogue country.Export prices were
establ ished on the basis of the prices actually paid or payable
by the coopera1ing importers in the Community.
In order to make a fair comparison between normal value and
export prices, allowances were made  for  all factors affecting
price comparabi I Ity.- 53 -
Injury
With regard to Injury. It was found that the Chinese imports had
Increased their market share from 21% In 1988 to 33% In 1~91.
The pr I ces of the dumped Imports undercut the Commun I ty
producers ' prices by 37.7% during the InvestigatIon period.
Community Industry faced falls in production . capacity
uti I isation, sales quantities. prices, and in employment. and
incurr.ed losses or ser lously reduced returns on sales. The
material injury suffered by the Cornrnunlty industry .coinclded with
the increase of dumped Imports from the P. R. Ch ina.
The
Commun i ty Interest
WIth regard to Community Interest, It was consIdered that
measures wer.e necessary to preserve a Commun I ty presence In th Is
sector and to avoid the total shut-down of the Communfty
industry. In any event . It was felt that the form of the
measures, a variable duty based on a minimum price. would bring
price stability to a market which has seen continuous price
cutting by ChInese exporters, whilst permitting the Chinese
Imports to remain In the Community market.
Measures
The level of Injury found exceeded the dumping margIn and,
therefore, the mInImum price for the variable duty Imposed was
based on the latter. This minimum price is 112 ECU per tonne.- 54 -
Bicycles from the PeoDle s ReDubllc of China
This proceeding was Initiated, on 12. 10. 1991. A provlsiOna) anti-
dumping duty was imposed on 11 March 1993 followed by the
Imposition of a definitive anti-dumping duty on 9 September 1993.
DumD I no
Since the P. R. China Is a state trading country, normal value had
to be based on the conditions of an analogue market economy
country. In this case, the domestic prices as well as
constructed values In Taiwan were used as a basis for normal
value. The export pr Ice was establ ished on the basis of the
prices charged to Independent purchasers in the Comm~nity. 
view of the large number of exporters, the Commission used
sampling techniques and Included in its sample siX companies
which represented 88% of sa les of all companies which co-
operated with the Commission.
for Ch ina amounted to 30. 6%.
On this basis the dumping margin
In lury
In terms of market share, the imports of bicycles from China
increased from 4.6% in 1989 to 10. 5% dur ing the invest igat ion
period. The investigation also revealed the existence of price
undercutting which amounted to 59%. The injury was mainly
reflected in a stagnatlon of sales, the loss of market share and
unsatisfactory profits during a period of increased demand.- 55 -
Commun I t y Interest
The Community Industry had made substantial efforts In order to
rat lonali se the product Ion process and thus demonstrated the I r
determination to remain competitive. Although in the short term
users wou I d probab I Y have to pay more for thel r products. I n the
long term It was considered In their Interest that fair
compet it ion on the Commun I ty market be re-estab I I shed. I twas
consequent I y conc luded that I twas in the I nterest of the
Community to take actIon.
Measures
Since the level of injury exceeded the dumping a definitive anti-
dumping duty of 30.6% was Imposed based on the margin of dumping.
Low carbon ferro-chrome from Kazakhstan. Russ fa and Ukra I ne
On 3 October 1993 , a definitive anti-dumping duty was imposed on
imports Into the Community of ferro-chrome with a carbon content
by weight of max. 0. 5% (low carbon ferro-chrome), originating 
Kazakhstan. Russia and Ukraine. The investigation had been
initiated against these countries on 1 August 1992, subsequent to
a complaint from the EC liaison CommIttee of Ferro-Alloy
Industries and , on 3 April 1993, a provisional anti-dumping duty
was Imposed on these Imports.- 56 -
Dumo 11l9.
For the final determination, normal value was based on cost Of
product Ion of the producer located in Zimbabwe which repl ied to
the Commission s questlonhalre after the Imposition of the
provisional duty.
ana logue country.
Zimbabwe was cons i dered anappropr I ate
Since one exporter. which accounted for more than 90% of the
total import$ Into the EC. submitted evidence atter the
imposition of the provisional duty with respect to its export
Quant i ties and pr ices of the 'product concerned, export pr ices
were estab Ii shed on the bas i s of the pr ice pa i d or payab I e 
independent customers In the EC.
in order to make a fair comparison between the normal value and
the export pr ice, due allowance was made for the factors
affecting price comparability.
On this basis a dumping margin of 44.9% was establ ished for the
three countries concerned.
Injury
In view of the fact that no new evidence concerning injury was
subm.i tted after the imposi t ion of the provlsiona I duty. the
provisional injury assessment was maintained for the final
determinat ion.- 57 -
Commun i tv i nter~st
The provisional assessment of the Community Interest was
malntal!"ed for the final determination since no new aspects were
submitted after ,the Imposition of the provisional duty.
Dutv level
Since priCe undercutting significantly exceeded the dumping
margin, the duty was Imposed at the level of the ,latter. 
order to mlnlmlse the risks that the effects of the duty might be
evaded by price manipulation; ' It was considered appropriate to
Impose a duty In the form of a sPecH Ic amount per kilogram
which was set at 0. ECU per kl logram of low carbon ferro-
chrome.
5" microdisks from JaDan. Taiwan and the PeoDle sReDublic of
China
On 22 October 1993, the Council Imposed definitive anti-dumping
duties on Imports of 3. mlcrodlsks orIginating In- Japan, Taiwan
and the P. R. China. The Investigation had been initiated on 5
July 1991 , and provisional dut les were imposed on 22 Apr I I 1993.
DumD I ng
Dumping margins ranged from 32.8% to 60. 1% for Japan and from
19. 8% to 32. 7% for Taiwan. For the P. R. China, a non-market
economy, a general margin of 39. 4% was established, one exception
being a margin of 35.6%. For non-cooperat ing producers, the
margin wa~ set at the highest dumping margins found for each
country concerned.- 58 -
Normal values for Japan ware constructed on the basis of the
facts avalla~le, as coQperation on the part of Japanese producers
was Inadequate. In the case of Taiwan, the normal value
prov I s I ona II y estab II shed for one of the producers concerned was
adjusted at the definitive determination stage following
representations from this producer. As regards the P. R. China,
normal value for the two cooperating Taiwanese producers was
used , Taiwan baing conslderad an appropr late analogue country for
the Chinese non-market economy.
Export 'pr ices for Japan were constructed on the bas I s of the
prices .at wh!ch the imported 'products were first resold to
independent buyers in the Community, since almost all export
sales by the producers concerned were made to related importers.
For Tal wan , pr Ices actua II y pa i d for the product so I d for expor t
were used. With regard to the P. R. China, export prices were
establ Ished depending on the commercial channels involved. As a
result, prices actually paid for the product sold for export wera
used , as well as export prices to the Community from related Hong
Kong companies, depending on the circumstances. For Chinesi'\
sales through related importers in the Community, export prices
were constructed in the sama way as for Japanese producers.
In order to make a fair comparison between the normal values and
export prices, allowances were made as appropriate for all
factors affecting price comparabi I ity, such as differences in
physical characteristics, conditions of sale, etc.- 59 -
InJury
The volume of dumped Imports Into the Community from the three
countr les In question rose by 110% between 1988 and the reference
per lod. Despite this rise, however , the share of the Community
market represented by these Importers fe II from 37% to 34% over
the corresponding period. This decl ine was wholly due to a fall
in imports from Japan which appeared to have been progressively
replaced by offshore production by Japanese companies in third
countries and in the Community.
The pr ices at which these imports were sold underwent decl Ines of
up to 75%, much more than could have been expected from the
operation of normal economic competition. The Community
industry, a newcomer In the manufactur~ of the product under
investigation, had to redUce Its prices in an attempt to maintain
and develop market position .and, consequently, experienced acute
price erosion and serious fInancial deterioration. Given its
early stage of developmeht , the industry was dependent on the
profitable sales growth essential to the generation of investment
funds in a sector of rap I diy-chang i ng techno logy. Due to dump I ng
by the countr ies concerned , however , the industry was unable to
achieve the rates of capacity ulitisation. market share (stagnant
at around 12% over the period) and profits required to ensure its
cont inuing viabi I ity.- 60 -
Commun I tv Interest
In this context. It was 'considered that ~ny short-term
disadvantages of the effects of dut I es for Comlliun I ty users was
outweighed by the benefits of restoring fair competition and
ensuring the continued existence of the community Industry, which
would. In the long-run. 'increase the quality and diversity of
supply and levels of competition. The Community industry would
lso be afforded the opportunity of maintaining and developing
Its presence in an area of technological significance.
Measures
Def in i t ive dut ies were imposed at levels equal I ing the margins of
injury or the dumping margins establ ished , whichever was the
lower. Out ies ranged from 6. 1% to 40.9% for Japan, and from
19.8% to 32.7% for Taiwan. . With regard to the P. R. China, a
general duty of 39. 4% was Imposed, with one exception of a duty
of 35. 5%.
Electronic weighing scales from SlnaaDore and the ReDubl ic of
Korea
On 22 October 1993. the Counci I imposed definl t ive 'ant i-dumping
dut ies on imports of certain electronic weighing scales
or i g I nat i ng inS I ngapore .and Korea. These invest igat ions were
Ini t iated on 10 January 1992 for Singapore and extended to Kore~
on4 April 1992. Provisional anti-dumping duties were imposed on
6 May 199.- 61 -
Dump I na
For the purpose of the findings, both normal va lue and export
pr I ces were estab I "shed on the bas I s of the same methods as those
used in the provisional determination of dumplbg (see above),
with certain adjustments of the calculations, made on the basis
of subm I ss Ions by t he ~ar ties. For one Korean producer, wh I ch
sOld to Its parent In Japan, which In turn sold to Its related
company In the Commun I ty, expor t pr ices were const ructed on the
basis of the price to the f I rst l ndependent buyer.
The comparison between normal value and export prices to the
Community showed definitive dumping margins ranging from 7. 2% to
26. 7% for the Korean and from 10. 8% to 31% for the Singapore
producers.
InJury
As far as injury and Community Interest were concerned, no new
facts were put forward subsequent to the Impos I tlon of the
provisional duties. The Counci I' s findings in these areas were
therefore ma I nta Ined.
Measures
The dut ies were imposed for all producers at the level .of the
dumping margins establ  shed , since the level found necessary to
remove injury was much higher. Definitive anti-dumping duties
ranging from 10. 8% to 31% and from 7. 2% to 26. 7% were therefore
imposed on Singapore and $. Korea respectively.- 62 -
Deadburned magnesia from the Peocle s Recubllc of China
On 11 December 1993, the Council Imposed a definitive anti-
dumping duty on Imports into the COmmunity of deadburned magnesia
originating In the P. R. of China. The Investigation had been
Initiated on 23 October 1991 and a provisional anti-dumping duty
was imposed on 26 September 1992.
A prolonged process of consultation was necessary In order to
consider fUlly the views of all parties before the COuncil was
able to draw Its final conclusions. This lengthy consultation
resulted In the provisional measures lapsing on 26 March 1993,
before the imposition of definitive measures.
Dumc I ng
A dumping margin of 63. 3% was establshed for the P. R. of China.
Norma I va I ue was based on constructed va lues in Turkey, wh I chwas
considered an appropriate analogue country. Export prices were
estaQ Iished on the basis of the pr Ices actua II y pa i dor payable
by the cooperating importers In the Community.
I n order to make a fa i r compar i son between norma I va lue and
export price , allowances were made for all factors affecting
price comparabl I ity.- 63 -
InJurv
With regard to Injury, I t was found that the Ch Inese Imports had
Increased their market share from 31% In 1988 to 41% In 1991.
whilst the share of the Community producers fell from 37% In 1988
to 23% In 1991. The pr Ices of the dumped Imports undercut the
Commun I ty producers' pr"ices by  64% dUr Ing the Invest Igat Jon
period. The Community Industry faced a fall In production, a
decline In capacity utilisation, a fall In sales quantles and
prices, an Increase In stocks, a fall In employment , and Incurred
losses Or seriously reduced return on sales. The material Injury
suffered by the Community Industry coincided with the rise of
dumped imports from the .P.R China.
Commun i tv interest
With regard to Commun I ty l nlerest; It was considered that
measures were necessary to preserve a Commun I ty presence in t his
sector and to avo i d the total shut-down of the Commun i ty
Industry. In any event, lt was felt that the form of the
measures, a variable duty based on a minimum price, would bring
pr ice stabi I I ty to a market wh I ch has seen cont i nua I pri ce
cutting by Chinese exporters, whilst at the same time permitting
the Chinese imports to -maintain a presence on the Community
market.
Dutv level
The level of Injury found exceeded the dumping margin and,
therefore, the minimum price for , the variable duty imposed was
based on the latter. This minimum price was 120 ECU per tonne.- 64 -
Book bound ohoto albums from the Peoole s Reoubl Ic of China
On 31 December 1993, a definitive anti-dumping duty was Imposed
on imports Into the Community of book bound photo albums
originating In the P.R. China. The Investigation had been
inl t lated on 12 Ut:lY 1992. and a provisional ant i-dumping duty was
Imposed by the Council ' on 10 September 1993.
Dumo I ng
A dumping margin of 18.6% was establshed for these Imports
or I g I nat I ng InCh I na. South Korea was cons  deredan appropri ate
analogue country for the purpose of establishing normal value
which, because of the numerous additional features of the albums
sold in the domestic South Korean market compared with the
Ch I nese expor t mOde Is, had to be const ructed on the bas I s 
actual manufacturing costs In South Korea, plus an amount for
sell lng, general and administrative expenses and for profit.
Export pr j ces were estab I i shed on the bas i s of pr ices to
independent importers in the Community. The expor t pr I ces 
non-cooperat ing Ch Inese producers were based on the lowest prices
at which the sole cooperating exporter had sold representative
types OP book-bound albums.
I n order to ensure a fa i r compar I son between normal va lue and
export pr ices, a II owances were made where appropr i ate for
differences in physical characteristics and sell jog expenses.- 65 -
No Individual treatment was granted to the cooperat.lng exporter
essentially because all exports from state-trading countries must
be subject to a sIngle country-wide duty in circumstances where
an export ing ant I ty cannot. estab Iish that It I s free to act
Independently from the state. Since such Independence by the
cooperating exporter was not establ Ished, a single dumping margin
for all Chinese exports was determined.
Injury
With regard to Injury, it was found that Chinese Imports had
increased by 433% f.rom 1989 to 1992 while their prices had
undercut those of the Commun I ty producers by 32. 1%.
The Community industry suffered a loss of sales and their market
share fell from 43.8% in 1989 to 40.6% In 1992. Whi Ie some
Community producers succeeded in Increasing prices of some models
of book-bound albums in 1991 , the overall increase was
insufficient to prevent a net deterioration of the financial
resu I ts of the Commun i ty industry.
It was found that the pressure :of the dumped Chinese imports, the
increase in volume of which coincided. In time with a decrease in
Community production , had the effect of depriving the Community
industry of the full benefit of the anti-dumping measures taken
in 1990 against imports of the same product from other sources
bringing a significant deleterious effect on the Community book-
bound photo album market.- 66 -
Commun i  tv  interest
The Commission felt that It would not be in the Community
Interest to fai I to take measures since, should this industry be
forced to cease product ion, the Commun I ty wou I d be rendered
ent ire I y dependent on th I rd country imports to sat I sfy market
demand.
Measures
The injury caused to the Community industry exceeded the level of
dumping found , and measures were therefore calculated in relation
to the latter. The Commission, consequent Iy, imposed a, single
definitive anti-dumping duty on imports of book-bound photo
albums originating in the P. R. of China at a rate of 16.6%.
AcceDtance of Dr Ice undertakings
Table 1 also shows that the Commission did not conclude any
investigations solely by the acceptance of price undertakings 
1993. However , some cases were concluded both by the acceptance
of undertakings and the imposition of duties. These cases are
. included In Table 1 under duties imposed, but the investigations
in question are identified in Annex C.- 67 -
ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS - TERMINATIONS WITHOUT
MEASURES
1 OVERVI EW
Investigations are concluded without measures when no dumping or
injury is found or for other reasons, such as the withdrawal of the
pomplaint. In 1993, 1 Investigation was conciuded without measures
due to a" fInding of no dumping, 1 due to findings .of no Injury, 4 due
to the withdrawal of the complaint, 1 due to a lack of cooperation
from the COmmunity industry, and 1 as a result of other bilateral
arrangements between the Commission an~ the exporting country. The
nUmber of closures without measures has remained , in relation to the
number of Investigations concluded, relatively steady over the last
five years, i.e. a ratio of approximately one third. The references
for the investigations terminated without measures are given in
Annexes D, E and F. A 'concise commentary of the investigations
concluded without the imposition of measures in 1993 is given below.
CASES
Manaanese stee I' wearoarts  from the Reoub Ii c of South Afr i 
The anti-dumping proceeding concerning Imports of manganese steel
wearp'arts originating in the Republ ic of South Africa was
terminated without measures on 12 May 1993. This proceeding had
been initiated in March 1992 further to a complaint lodged by six
Community producers of manganese steel wearparts whose collective
output was stated to constitute a major proportion of Comm~nity
product ion of the product in quest ion.
During the investigation concerning injury, the Commission
received information concerning only a small proportion of the
total Community production. I n the absence of i nformat i on on the
rest of the Community industry, it was not possible to make
findings on Injury. Under such conditions, no further
invest igat Ion was conducted. The Commission informed the
comp I a I nants of these facts , wh i ch were not contested. Fo I lowing
consultation with the Member States , the Commission formally
term I nCited the proceedi ng.- 68 -
Paint. distemDer. varnish and similar brushes from the PeoDle
ReDub I ic of Ch Ina
The ant I-dumping proce~dlhg concerning Imports of paint,
distemper , varnish and similar brushes .origlnatlng In the
People s Republic of China was terminated without measures on 25
May 1993.
The proceed I ng was or I g I na II y opened In 1986 subsequent to a
complaint lodged by the Federation europeenne de' l' lhd~strie de
la brosserl~ et de la plnceanterle (FEIBP) and resulted In the
ImposItion of definitive anti-dumping duties In March 1989.
Following the Judgement In October 1991 of the Court of Just Ice,
which rendered the CoUncil Regulation imposing definItive anti-
dumping duties invalid , the Commission re.sumed the Investigation.
Cur log the course of the invest Igat ion, it was estab Iished that
the leveJ of Imports from the P. R. China had decreased by 55% 
between 1988 and the Invest igat Ion per iod. The market share of
these Imports was found to have dropped from 36% to 15% over the
same pe r i od .
As regards ' the Commun i ty Industry, it was estab II shed that the
production had increased by 23%, the sales volume by 32% and the
market share from 50% to 68% between 1988 and the invest igat ion
per iod.
In addition, the profitability of the Community industry
recovered to a satisfactory level and other factors such as
investment and employment had improved substantially.- 69 -
Given these developments, the Commission concluded that the
Community industry had not suffered material Injury.
Furthermore, the Commission examined whether a threat of Injury
to the Community Industry existed, but did not' flnd any evidence
f that.
The Commission therefore considered a dumping investigation
unnecessary and , following consultation with the Member States.
formally terminated the proceeding.
Comoact disc olayers from Taiwan. Malaysia and'Singaoore
he ant I-dumpIng proceeding concernIng Imports of compact disc
players from Taiwan,- Malaysla and Singapore was terminated
without measures on 19 July 1993.
This proceeding had been Initiated in June 1992 further to a
complaint lodged by the Committee of Mechoptronics Producers and
Connected Technologies (COMPACT). The two major Community
producers subsequently advised the Commission of their intention
to cease production of compact disc players I n the Commun i ty.
These producers had declared that the discontinuation of their
production within the CommunIty would be completed by the end of
1993 and that they were of the opinion that there was no
just if i c i at i on for protect i ve measures.
Furthermore, COMPACT, representing the producers comprising the
Community industry, formally withdrew its complaint on 6 April
1993. The Commission considered that a termination of this
proceeding would not be against the interest of the Community.- 70 -
In these cl rcumstances, I t was considered that protect Ive
measures were unnecessary and that the ant i -dump I  ng  proceedi ng
should be terminated without the imposition of protective
measures.
BIcYcles from Taiwan
This proceeding was Initiated on 12 October 1991 at the same time
as the above-mentioned proceeding with regard to the P.R. China.
The COmmission Investigation of dumping had concluded that
margins of dumping established for Taiwan were neglIgible, and
consequently decided to terminate the proceeding. On 8 September
1993, a Commission DeCision was published to that effect.
Unwrought manganese from the Peocle s Recubllc of China
The ant i-dumping proceeding concerning Imports of unwrought
manganese conta i n I ng more than' 96% by we i ght of manganese
originating In the P. R. China was terminated on 28 September
1993. The proceeding had been initiated In January 1992
subsequent to a complaint lodged by the Chambre Syndicale de
electrometallurgie et de I' electrochlmle on behalf of the sole
producer in the Community.
During the course of the investigation , the Commission was
informed by the sole Community producer that it had decided to
dlscont inue product ion of unwrought manganese, and was in the
process of phasing out its manufacturing operations.
Accordingly, since Community production was discontinued,
protect I ve measures were deemed unnecessary and the proceed i ng
was terminated.- 71 -
Seam I ess tubes of I ron or stee I from the Czech ReDub II C and the
SlovaK ReDubl 
The ant I-dumping proceeding concerning Imports of seamless tubes
of iron or steel from the Czech Republ ic and the Slovak Republ 
was terminated wi thout measures on 9 October 1993.
The proceeding had been Initiated In December 1991 with regard to
the then Cz~choslovakla, together with Hungary, Poland and the
former Yugoslavia, subsequent to a complaint lodged by the
LIaison Committee of the European Community Steel Tube Industry.
Following the imposition of provisional anti-dumping duties on 14
November 1992 , the Czech and Slovak Republ ic were excluded from
the scope of definitive measures in the I ight of negotiations of
trade arrangements wi th these countr les cover ing certain steel
products, including the seamless tubes subfect to the proceeding.
Following the opening of tariff Quotas on 23 July 1993 covering,
inter al ia, the products in Question , the Commission considered
that protect ive measUres were unnecessary and decided, after
consul tat ion wi th the Member states, to formally terminate the
proceeding with regard to the C~ech Republ ic and the Slovak
RepUblic.- 72 -
ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS - REVIEWS
1 OVERVIEW
The Regulations and Decisions Imposing anti-dumping or
countervailing duties and Decisions accepting price undertakings
may be subject, under the basic legIslation , to 4 types of review
dur Ing the Ir Ilfet Ime:
Art Icle 15 provides for the expiry of ant I-dumping measures
after 5 years unless a "sunset" review demonstrates that they
should remain in force;
Article 14 provides for the review of measures on the
Initiative of the Commission, at the request of a Member
State or , once they have been in force for 12 months,
following a request from an Interested party;
A specific type of review carried out under Article 14 are
newcomer" reviews. Such rev I ews may be requested by
exporters who become subject to measures but who did not
export during the original investigation, and who have
subsequent I y commenced expor t I ng or have the firm intent ion
of doing so. These reviews are carried out without any time
restr ict ions;
Article 13. 11 also provides for the review Of anti-dumping
duties where evidence is presented that the duty is being
absorbed by the exporter , thus effectively reducing the
export price and increasing the dumping margin.1.1
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The above-ment toned reviews are now a major part of the work of
the Commit:!slon s Anti-Dumping Unit. In the period from 1981
they represented approximately 35% of all cases Initiated and 
the last 5 year.s th I s rat 10 was I ncreased to just over 40%; 
1993. review investigations represented half of all
invest igations opened.
Between 1989 and 1993, a total of 108 review investigations were
int't.iated . 29 of which were under Article H~. 75 under Article
. of which 13 were "newcomer" reviews. and 4 were under Article
13.11. In approximately half of the cases Initiated under
Article 15, the measures were allowed to expire following the
rev iew whi I e for the other ha If. measures were cont I nued . ma I n I y
in amended form.
In 1993 , a total of 22 reviews were initiated . 1 of which was
under Art icle 15, 17 under Art icle 14 and 4 as "newcomer
reviews. Th~re were no reviews opened under Article 13. 11 in
1993. Detai Is of the review investigations opened and of the
results of reviews concluded in 1993. can be found in Annexes 1
Tab Ie 4 provides stat Istical Informat ion for the per iod 1989 to
1993.
ART ICLE 15 REVI EWS
Since Article 15 of the basic legislation came into force In
1985 . a total of 222 anti-dumping measures have been allowed to
expire automatically.TABLE
Reviews of antl-dUmelno and anti-subsidY Investigations
during the eerlod 1 January 1989 to 31 December 1993
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Rev I ews progress the
beg I nnl ng the per lod
Rev i ews opened dur I ng the
per I.
Rev I ews ,progress dur I ng
the per .Iod
Reviews conc I uded by:
Imposition definitive
duty I leu pr ice
undertaking
amendment def In I t Ive
duty
suspens i on definitive
duty
acceptance pr Ice
undertak i ng lieu
def in i t i ve duty
amendment price
undertaking
repea I I;jxpiry
def in i t i ve duty
repeal expi ry pr ice
undertaking
no, change the measures
force
Total reviews terminated
dur i ng the per i od
Rev i ews progress the
end the per i od
Provisional dut ies imposed
dur i ng the rev i ews1.2
1.3
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In 1993. 10 measures were a.llowed to expire automatically under
Article 15. whi Ie reviews were carried out leading to 8 further
exp I r I es. and the cont I nuance of 20 measures I n amended form and
2 unchanged.
Annexes J-
The references for these revIews are set out 
ART ICLE 14 REVI EWS
Since 1989, a total of 75 reviews have been initiated under
Article 14. Following review. 28 measures were repealed and 36
measures were allowed to continue, mainly In amended form.
In 1993. 22 reviews were Initiated under Article 14. Dur Ing
1993, and followIng reviews; 5 measures were allowed to expire
and 18 measures allowed to continue, mainly In amended form.
measure was taken under Article 13. 11.
One
NEWCOMER" REV'I EWS
Newcomer reviews are now a common feature In the administration
of the anti-dumping instrument. These reviews are carried out
for the benefit of new exporters which are subject to residual
duties but which were not Investigated In the original
investigation because they had not yet exported to the Community.
Since the Commission carried out the first review of this type in
1990, 13 invest Igat Igns have been I ni t j ated and 4 of those were
in 1992. Two investigations were concluded in 1993 and the
references of these initiations and conclusions are given in
Annexes I and J.1.4
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ARTICLE 13(11) REVIEWS
The possibi I ity for these Article 13. 11 reviews, which dea.1 with
situations where the exporters directly or Indirectly bears the
cost of the duty and thereby Increases the dump Ing marg in, was
Incorporated. Into the basic legislation in 1988.
Since then four such reviews have been Initiated , all In 1991,
one of wh I ch was conc I uded on 25 August 1993, when an add I t I ona I
anti-dumping duty was Imposed on Imports of polyolefln woven bags
originating In the People s Republic of China. References are
given in Annex J.- 77 
REFUNDS
In 1993. two decisions on refunds were rendered with regard to
requests for refund. In both cases. the appllcat lonwas rejected
because of a lack of evidence that the anti-duties paid were higher
than the actual dumping margin. These Individual decisions were not
published since the polley of the COmmission Is to publish only the
decisions in cases of general Interest. In one of these two cases,
the decision also contained confidential elements.-7B-
COURT OF JUST 1 CE
1 Overview
A list of the anti-dumping and anti-subsidy cases before the COurt of
Justice in 1993 is given in Annex S. It gives the cases which were
sti II pending at the beginning of 1993. in addition to the five new
cases brought dur ing the year. Judgements were rendered !n 4 cases,
and a summary of these judgements is given below.
New cases
The five hew cases brought dur I ng the year concerned: the use by the
institutions of allegedly biased data, and contested causality
lack of injury or threat of injury10) , lack of injury, lack of
grounds for anti-circumvention measures, use of I imited data on
injury and fa i lUre to take account of th i rd country imports in
assessment of injury11), a claim for compensation for damages
suffered as a result of the imposition of anti-dumping duties12)
and product comparison , sampling methods and failure to grant
individual treatment13)
JudQements rendered
The Court also rendered judgements or prel iminary rul ings, In 1993 in
the f 01 low I ng cases:
Case 8/93, No. 23.02.93,
10) Case 10/93, No. 04.03.93,
11) Case 263/93 No. 160 12. 06.93,
12) Case 326/93, No. 222, 18.08.93,
p.,
13) ,Case 477/93 No. 76, 12.03.-79-
Housed bear I ng un Its:
199314)
reliminar rulin of 1 A ril
Case 136/91 : Find II ng wa I z I agar Hande I s-GmbH v.
Hauptzollamt Karlsruhe
This case was referred to "'the Court of Just Ice by a court In the
region of Baden-WUrtemberg (Germany) for a prel iminary rul ing on the
Interpretat ion of Art iele 1(3) of Counci I Regulat ion (EEC)No. 347/87,
Imposing definitive anti-dumping dl,(tles on the import of housed
bearing units originating in Japan;
The plaintiff had imported housed bearing units manufactured , ana
marked , by a Japanese producer subject to an i nd I v i dua I duty rate.
Howev~r, as these bear Ings had been exported by a Japanese company
other than that listed in the Annex to the above-mentioned
regulation , the local customs office in Germany had levied the much
higher residual definitive anti-dumping duty.
The Court pointed out that , In interpreting a provision of Community
law, not only its wording but also its context and the purpose of the
legislation of which it forms part have to be taken into account.
The basic regulation governing the anti-dumping instrument specifies
that the amount of anti-dumping duties imposed may not exceed the
dumping margin found, and must be less if such lesser duty 
adequate to remove the injury.
The COurt thus ruled that it was sufficient, for the purpose of
applying the individual rates of duty assigned to the trade marks
J isted in the Annex to the above-mentioned regulation, that the
housed bear ing un i ts coul d be proved to have been manufactured by or
for the corresponding undertaking.
14) Case 136/91 , OJ No. C 124 , 06. 05.
, p.-80-
Ba II- ar I nqs/bear I n bushes
June 199315)
orellmlnarv ru11npof 24th
Case 90/92 : Dr. Tretter GmbH & co. v. Hauptzo II amt Stuttgart Ost
This case was referred to the Court by the customs administration 
stuttgart (Germany) for a prel imlnary rul Ing on the interpretat Ion of
the descr Ipt Ion of ball-bear Ings and tapered roller bear Ings from
Japan subject to anti-dumping duties as Imposed by Councl I Regulation
(EEC) No. 1739/85.
The Court ruled that the above-ment loned regulat Ion' impos ingant i-
dumping duties on imports of certain bail-bearings and tapered roller
bearings originating in Japan must be Interpreted as meaning that 
does not Include bearing bushes.
Comoact disc olavers from Jaoan: ludoement of 13th October
199316)
Case 104/90 : Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd. v. COuncil
The appl Icatlon was lodged by the parent company of Hi-FI Audio
Division , a manufacturer of compact disc players in Japan. The
company s products were sold to 77 associated companies and two
Independent companies responsible for the regional distribution to
independent purchasers. who in turn' sold to the ultimate consumers.
In ,June 1987 , Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd. (ME I) was the
subject of an anti-dumping complaint lodged by Community producers,
which, subsequent to investigation. led to the imposition of
provisional anti-dumping duties of 33. 9% In 1989, followed by that of
definitive anti-dumping duties of 26. 3% in January 1990.
15) Case 90/92 , OJ No. C 196, 20.07. , p. 11
16) Case 104/90, OJ No. C 300, 06. 11. 93, p. 12-81-
The applicant maintained that, In the first place, the institutions
had infr inged Council Regulat ion (EEC) No. 2423/88 by determining
the normal value on the basis of the sale price charged by the
associated distribution companies. The normal value ought, according
to ME I , to have been fixed on the bas I s of the pr ice pa I d by the
associated distrlbution. companies, or on the comparable price of a
similar product exported to a third country, or on a value
constructed In accordance with the above-mentloned regulation. 
this manner , MEI claimed that it and Its associated distribution
companies had been wrongly treated as a single economic unit.
The.Court pointed out that, according to the documents presented , 77
of the 79 dlstribution companles were partly or wholly owned by MEI
and other companies of its group. However , before concluding that
there was a single economic unit , the Court found it necessary 'to
de term I ne whether tasks norma II y car r I ed out by the I nterna I sal es
department of the manufacturers were given over to the distribution
com pan i es .
The Court found that although the manufacturer, via Hi-Fi, had
carried out certain sales functions itself, these were only
complementary to those carried out by the distribution companies. It
had not , however, been demonstrated that Hi-FI itself sold compact
disC players directly to a wholesaler , retailer or fina.1 consumer, it
remaining undeniable that a distributor , whether or not associated
was a Iways necessary.
The Court upheld the conclusion of the institutions that there was a
single economic unit, and consequently a.lso their determination of
Dormal value on the basis of the price pai.d to distributors.
The app I icat Ion was dismissed and the appJ  cant ordered to pay the
costs, i nc Iud I ng those of the Intervener,-82-
Ferro-s I I icon : ludaement of 7th December 199317)
Case 216/91 : Rima .Eletrometalurgia S.A. v. Counci I '
The appl ication was lodged by a producer In Brazil of ferro-alloys,
including ferro-si I icon , who had been Involved in 1986 and 1987 in an
anti-dumping investigation carried out on the basis of a complaint
lodged by the Community industry. That investigation had shown that
Rima was not dumping, and the company was subsequently excluded , by
CommIssion Regulation (EEC) No. 2409/87 . from the scope of the anti-
dump ing dut I es.
Following a request from certain Brati I Ian exporters, the Commission
Initiated. in May 1990, a review of the measures Imposed follow.ing
the original Investigation. The scope of that review was extended
by the Commission , to all exporters in Bra:ti I, Including Rima, and
resulted in the imposition on that company in Apri I 1991 of an anti-
dumping duty of 12. 2%.
The app II cant contested the va I I d I ty of that measure on the grounds
that in view of the initial finding of no dumping, their very
inclusion in the review investlQatlon had been illegal.
The Court upheld the applicant' s view . observing that the existence
of sufficient evidence of dumping and the resulting injury is always
a prerequisite for initiating an investigation , including a review
invest igat ion.
17) Case 216/91 , OJ No. C 04. 01.
, p.-B3-
The Court noted that ,the request for review had been submitted by
five other Bra:zlilan ~xporters Wlth the .Intentlon of showing that
t hey had not beeh engaged In dump I ng dur I ng , 1989. Since t he concept
of dumping Implied that the price on the Community market ,was lower
than the price on the domestic market of the exporter, the change In
the market situation due to the substantial fall In prices on the
Community market could not be considered as sufficient evidence of
dumping.
The opening of a new Investigation In the case of the applicant , who
had been excluded from the scope of anti-dumping duties, could not be
Justified , even taking considerations of equal treatment Into
account.
The Court therefore annulled Article 1(3) of Counci I Regulation
(EEC) No. 1115/91 of 29 April 1991.
Cases wi thdrawn
In addition to the above-mentioned Judgements and pre I iminary
rut ings, one case was removed from the register, as follows:
124/91 Phoenix Electr ic Co. Ltd. v. Counci 
Cases pend I 
At the end of 1993, eleven cases were therefore stl II pending on the
register of the Court of Justice.
Annex S.
These cases can be identified -34-
Court of First Instance
By decision of 8 June 1993, the Council enlarged the Jurisdiction of
the Court of First Instance by giving It Jurisdiction to hear and
determine at first instance all actions brought by natural or legal
persons.
Neverthaless, 'the entry Into force of that decision as regards anti-
dumping and ant I-subsidies cases was deferred to a date to be
subsequently fixed by a decision of the CounciI18)
18) Based upon an agreement reached In the Counc i I on 15 December 1993,
anti -dump i ng and ant i -subsi dy cases have been i nc I uded into the
jurisdiction of the Court of First Instance as of 1994. See also
point 10. below.- 85 -
10.  REFORM OF THE E. C. LEGISLATION
By decision of 15 Decamber 1993, the Council agreed . In principle on a
package of measures aimed at rendering the usage of the Community
commercial defenca Instruments more efflcient. In the area of anti-
dumping/anti-subsidies action, the measures provide for a reform of
thedeclslon-maklng process and the Introduction of procedural time
I imlts. In addItion, the competence of the COurt of First Instance
was extended to cover th I s area (see po  nt  6 above). The COunc I I
decision constitutes a partial acceptance of proposals submitted by
the Commission In 1992 (declslon-maklng process) (see 11th Annual
Report, 1992) and In November 1993 (time limits). The decision was
transformed into formal Community law In March 1994.
10. Reform of the decision-making process
The Council decision of 15 December 1993 recognlses the fa~t that the
requirement of a qualified majority for the Imposition of definitive
ant i-dumping/ant I-subsidy measures can delay, and sometimes Impede,
efficient action against unfair trade practices. In this connection
it should be asked that other country s legislation concerning the
usage of trade defence instruments does not often even provide for a
ministerial decision In this respect; thus, e. g. in the US,
definitive measures are taken by admin.lstratlve decision. In the
Community, the Imposition of deflntlve measures remains in the
competence of the Council , but decisions wIll, as of 15 March 1994
be taken by simple majority.- 86 -
10. TIme I imlts in antl-dumolng and anti-subsIdY InvestIgations
The excessive durat Ion of ant I-dumping and ant i-sUbsidy procedures
has been a major preoccupation in the Community for some time and
provoked cr It Iclsms from the European Parliament, Member states,
Community Industries, Importers and exporters, all of whom have
condemned the length of these Community Investlgat ions. ExcesSive
time delays cause uncertainties In the market place, reduce the
likelihood that measures. once taken. have the desired effect, and
contribute to creating a lack of confidence In the effectiveness of
Community commercial policy. Thus, to maintain the credibility of
th I s aspect of commerc i a I defence it I s necessary to propose
correct i ve act i on to I mprOVe eft I c i ency .
At present , investigations frequently take up to 18 months in the
Community between the initiation and the provisional determination
which Is nearly twice the time taken by, for example, the United
states.
The short durat ion in the Uni ted states Is due to several reasons.
Fiest , the scope of their investigations is more limited in that they
neither apply a public interest test nor a " lesser duty rule , i.e.
they automatically apply the full margin of dumping as a duty rather
than investigating whether a lower amount would suffice.
Furthermore, they have a simple decision-making process and they
operate in one language, a situation which is also true for Canada
and Austra I i a.- 87 -
However. the main reason for the short durat ion Is that these
countries operate mandatory legal limits which they are able to apply
because they have allocated suffIcient resources to the problem.
cartain of the diffferences between the EC and US systems .outlined
above will. of course . always remain and thus the most feasible
solution is the introduction of mandatory time limits based on the
practice of our major trading partners but adapted to the
peculiarities of the EC. Thus. the time limits adopted for the EC
are:
a .maximum 1 month from receipt of complaint to initiation or
rejection of compliaint;
a maximum 9 months batween Initiation of investigation and
prov islona I measures;
a maximum time period between initiation  of  investigation and
definitive conclusion which Is 15 months for anti-dumping and 13
months for ant i-subsidy procedures.
These time limits can, of course, Only be adhered to if the necessary
staff is made available to the ant i-dumping/ant i-subsidy 'services.
Indeed a 50% reduction in the duration of investigations means that
more work has to be done in a shorter time. Wh i Ie the consequences of
the new system wi I I be a gradua I reduct Ion in the number of cases 
progress at any given time, the workload is increased at any'point
in time. Thus, it is imperative that the Implementation of time
I imits and the recruitment of additional staff be accompl ished in
andem.~ 88 -
The Counci I decision of 15 December 1993 recognlses this need. The
application of these time lImits is, therefore, made dependent on a
further proposal by the Commission once the additional staff Is in
place. It Is, however, hoped that the new regulation wi II come into
force by 1 Apr II 1995.
10. Further measures to imorove Invest igat Ions and rules 
orocedures
The Counc il dec I s Ion of 15 December a I.so provi des a bas I s for
further procedural improvements19) Thus, associations of
industrial users and of consumers will be gIven the status of
interested partiss which, in partlcuJar , grants them better access to
information In the course of an Investigation. The possibilities for
sampling where there area large number of parties involved will be
improved and the prOVisions with regard to the treatment of non or
partial cooperators c larified. Finally, the, provisional measures will
in future be imposed for a full 6 months rather than (as currently)
for 4 months with the possibi I ity of extension for a further two
months. A II these measures enter into force together with the
introduction of time limits (10. 2 above).
19) These rules have also become effective on 15 March 1994.89 -
11. DEVELOPMENTS IN TH I RD COUNTR I ES
11.1. TRANS I T ION TOWARDS MARKET ECONOM I ES
In line with the agreements on trade and accompanying measures,
conc I uded between the Commun I ty and the Czech Repub II c, Hungary,
Poland and the slovak Republic, which came Into force In 1992, the
Community concluded InterIm Agreements wIth Bulgaria and Romania.
These agreements came Into force on 31 December 1993 and 1 May 1993
respect I ve I y .
With the entry into force of these agr~emetns, Bulgaria and Romania
were eliminated from the list of non-market economy countries annexed
to Counci I Regulat Ion (EEC) No 1765/8220) . As a consequence, the
normal value" for goods originating In the countries concerned will,
subsequent to the entry Into force of the Agreements , be established
according to the provisions of Article 2(3) of Regulation (EEC) No
2423/88 re I at I ng to market economi es.
11. ADV I CE TO TH I RD COUNTRI ES
As In previous year s, the Commission s anti-dumping/antl-subsidy
serv ice cont i nued to be approached by governments wh i ch are or Intend
to become signatories to the GATT Ant i-Dumping/Ant i-SUbsidy Code, or
are candidates for GATT membership, with a view to providing
assistance, in the form of advice on how to establ ish commercial
defence systems in the countries concerned. To the extent that the
limited resources of the service permit such activity, the Commission
attempts to respond favourably to such requests. It is, indeed,
important that newly-created national systems respect the obi igations
resul t ing from the GATT rules, part icular Iy wi th regard to the
requirements of a fair process and the guarantee of full rights of
defence for all part ies concerned.
20) OJ No 195 , 05. 07. 1982- 90 -
11. DEFENCE OF EXPORT INTERESTS
The defence of Interests of EC firms Involved in anti-dumping and
anti-subsidy procedures In third .countr.les rests primarily upon the
firms themselves, as all the Information In the case of anti-dumping,
and most of the Information In the case of anti-subsidy, can only be
prov I ded by these firms.
Thus, the role of the Commission Is I imlted to those cases In which
substantive or procedural rules provided for under tne GAT~ appear to
have been violated. I n such cases. the Comm i ss Ion may engage 
bl lateral consultations and , in the event- that these are
unsuccessful , may take the matter to the GATT Anti-Dumping or
Subsidies Committee and, In certain circumstances, to a: panel.
During 1993, the Commission requested the .establishment of a panel
following the imposition of countervai ling duties by  Brazi I
imports ofmLlk powder from the EC. The panel found that these
duties had been imposed in violation of the Subsidies Code and
recommended the i r appea 
Consultations also took place with  An:ientlna on .countervailing
measures aga inst EC exports of  dairy products and canned peaches.
In addition, the Commission has been active in defending the
Commun I ty' s interests in the  and  Canad i an stee I cases, given the
large volume of trade involved and the substantive issues which have
ar i sen.- 91 -
The Commission has held several rounds of ant i-dumping and
countervai I ing duty consultations on the first rOund of steel cases
concerning lead and bismuth carbon steel, and it asked for
concIlIation by the GATT SubsidIes Committee. Since no sat i sfactory
results were achieved, the Community asked In June 1993 for the
establ Ishment of a panel under the Subsidies Code to decide on a
large number of methodological Issues the US Department of Commerce
had applied. This panel has not yet produced Its report.
In the meantime, ,a second wave of steel cases on flat-rolled steel
products was Initiated by the US Department Of Commerce, and
countervai I Ing duties \!(ere imposed in 1993.
The Commission held extensive consultations on the prel iminary and
final determinations concerning the findings of dumping. subsidy and
injury. In October and November 1993, two rounds of conciiiation
were held by both the Anti-Dumping Committee and the Subsidies
Comm I ttee.92 -
12. GATT ISSUES: URUGUAY ROUND NEGOTIATIONS
The Uruguay Round negotiations in which agreement on a new anti-
dumping and subsidies Code played a major role were essentially
concluded on 15 December 1993. At the same date, the Counci 
approved the results achieved in these negotiations.
12. Ant i-Dump i ng
Globally, the outcome of the hegotiations in a new anti-dumping Code
can be qualified as positive for the EC. There wi II be much greater
legal certainty in thehandl ing of the instrument which remains an
efficient tool in combatting unfair trade practices. The new
provisions also mean that there will be firm guidelines for the
scrut iny of decisions by GATT panels, whi 1st ensur ing that the
discretion of the administering authorities (Commission and Council)
remains within the I imits set by the European Court of Justice.
More specifically, the following points are to be high I ighted:
Maintained efficiency
To achieve its main objective, to maintain the efficiency of the
instrument , the Community had to accept a compromise, in particular
as regard the establishment of dumping. Thus, the new Code allows
sell ing at a loss for a certain period in a start-up phase and
specifies that up to 20% of sales included in the normal value may
now be at a toss.93 -
These novelties shoUld , however , be measured against the fact that
the Code contains a clearer set of rules, which should avoid dispute
panels. Moreover , a considerable number of the new rules on the
calculation of dumping margins closely reflect existihgEC practice,
g. wi th regard to the choice of overheads and prof i t to be used
when constructing normal value, level of trade and the fair
compar I son of pr ices.
Reinforced dlsclpl ines and transparency
In this respect, the negotiations have been largely successful. All
the EC proposals In this area have beeh adopted, i. e. precise rules
on initiation , the subsequent Investigation and the imposition of
prov I s i ona I or def in i t i ve measures.
The Code now contains clear and precise rules on cumulation and
stand I ng po I nts, wh I ch ' if they had been I eft unaddressed wou I d have
very quickly led to panel disputes. It should also be noted that the
new general rule on standing states that complaints must normally be
suppor ted by more than 50% of domesti c product ion and in no case less
than 25%.
The new code also contains firm guidel ines on the termination of
cases where the dumping or" the share of import volume held by the
exporter is de-minimis, thus increasing legal certainty in an area
which has been very contentious in the past.
Whl Ie many of the new rules are in I ine with existing Community
practice, their introduction into the Code is important with regard
to anti-dumping action by third Countries against Community
exporters. This is particularly true with regard to the new "sunset"
provision which obi Iges all countries, Inclusive of the US which ~id
not apply such rules in the past , to put an end to the appl ication of
a duty after 5 years unless the need for its continued action has
been pos i ti ve I y estab I i shed.- 94 -
Adapt ion of the Code to new real it ies of internat tonal trade
In this respect, the result of the negotiations ls not fUlly
sat isfactory. I t has, in part IcUlar , not been possible to agree on
rules concerning the circumvention of anti-dumping duties, a point
wh ich for the Commun i ty was of great importance in v iew of the fact
that its own legislation in this area had been found bya panel to be
GATT inconsistent. However , the importance of the problem of
circumvention was recognised in a Ministerial declaration; on this
basis, the Community will continue to insist, in the GATT Anti-
dumping Committee, that priority is given to finding a solution to
this question. In the meantime, the Community anti-dumping
legislation will have to be amended in order to bring it in full
conformi ty wi th the GATT.- 95 -
12. Anti-sUbsidY and compensatory duties
The text of the Agreement largely corresponds to the object ives that
the Community wished to achieve In this sector of negotiation, though
the final round of these negot lat Ions led to changes on a number of
points, in particular, In respect of the "green list" of non-
actionable and non-counter~allable subsidies.
The new agreement contains, In comparison with the Subsidies Code of
1979 , an important number of clarifications and improvements, notably
on the def i nl t ion of a subs I dy, on its spec I f i c ava i lab i I i ty 
certain enterprises and on the calculation of a subsidy in terms of
benefit to the recipient. Prohibited  per se are: export subsidies
(de jure and de facto) and subsidies contingent upon the use of
domest ic over imported goods. All other subsidies are actionable or
countervai lab Ie if they are found to cause adverse effects to the
interests of another WTO Member, e. g. by causing injury to the
industry producing a product " I ike" the subsidized product. Four
green " subsidy categories are exempted (i.e. they are not actionable
or countervai lable, provided they meet a number of precise
conditions) i) generally avai lable subsidies; i i) R&D subsidies (75%
of the costs of industr jal research and 50% of the costs of pre-
competitive development may be subsidized); ii i) regional assistance,
iv) environmental assistance (limited to 20% of the cost of
adaptation to new environmental requirements). The new subs i dies
agreement also contains special provisions for economies 
transition and Tor developing countries, which eventually should lead
to a gradual adopting of the full disciplines of this agreement by
these countries.
The new Subsidies Agreement also provides for more clarity in respect
of several injury issues , e. g. on the treatment of negligible imports
and on the issue of cumulation of imports. Furthermore, the
agreement makes clear the minimum proportion of Community industry
which must support a complaint.- 96 -
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ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI--SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Country of
or igin
OJ reference
Large aluminium electrolytic
capac i tors
S. Korea C 67 , 10.03. 93, p. 7
Large aluminium electrolytic Taiwan
capac i tors
C 67, 10.03. 93, p. 7
Television Cameras Japan C 67. 10.03.93, p. 8
Refractory Chamottes R. Ch i na C104, 15.04. , p. 8
Urea Ammonium Nitrate Bulgar ia C123, 05.05. 93, p. 5
Urea Ammonium Ni trate Poland C123, 05.05.93, p. 5
Watch Movements Malaysia C183, 06. 07. , p. 9
Watch Movements Thai !and C183, 06. 07. 93, p. 9
Furfura I dehyde P;R. China C208, 31. 07. 93, p. 8
Synthet i c Hand-Kni tt i ng
Yarn
Turkey C210 , 04. 08. 93, p. 4
Fer ro-s i Ii co-manganese Russ i a C21D.  04. 08~ 93, P. 5
Ferro-si I ico-manganese Ukraine C210, 04. 08. 93, p. 5
Fer ro-s i I i co-manganese Georg i a C210, 04. 08. 93, p. 5
Ferro-s i I i co-manganese Braz i I C210, 04. 08. 93, p. 5
Fer ro-s i I i co-manganese South Afr ica C210, 04. 08. , p. 5
Sod ium Carbonate(soda ash) C213 , 06. 08. 93, p.E:J9
ANNEX A (con t i nued)
ANTI-DUMP ING AND ANTI~SUBSIDY I NVEST I GAT IONS INITIATED
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Count ry of
or igin
OJ reference
Fur azo I i-done R. China C302 , 09. 11 . 93, p. 2
Microwave Ovens R. China C341 , 18. 12 .93, p. 
Microwave Ovens
Microwave Ovens
Microwave Ovens
S. Korea C341 , 18. 12. 93, p.
Thai land C341 , 18. 12. 93, p.
Ma I aysi a C341 , 18. 12.
, p./100
ANNEX B
PROV I S 10NAL DUT I ES IMPOSED DUR I NG ANT I-DUMP I NG AND
ANT I-SUBS I DY I NVEST I GAT IONS
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
BicyCles
Ferrochrome
(low carbon)
Ferrochrome
(low carbon)
Ferrochrome"
(low carbon)
M icrod i sks
Microdisks
M i crodi sks
Electronic
Weighing Scales
Electronic
We i gh (ng Sca 
Ethano I am i nes
Country of
or (gin
R. China
Kazakhstan
Russia
Ukraine
Japan
Ta iwan
R. China
Singapore
S. Korea
Document
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 550./93
0.5. 03.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 797/93
30.03.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 797/93
30.03.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 797/93
30.03.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 920/93
15.04.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 920/93
15. 04.
Comm iss ion Reg.
(EEC) No. 920./93
15.04.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 110.3/93
30.04.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 1103/93
30.04.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 2172/93
30. 07.
OJ reference
L58, 11 . 0.3.
L80, 02 .04. 93
p. 8
L80,02.04.
p. 8
L80 ,02.04.
p. 8
L95 21.04.
p. 5
L95, 21.04.
p. 5
L95, 21.04.
p. 5
L 112 , 0.6. 05 .
p. 20
L112 , 06.05.
p. 20
Ll95 04.08.
p. 5-1'0 /)
ANNEX 8 (cont inued)
PROV I S IONAL DUTI ES IMPOSED DUR I NG ANTI-DUMP I NG AND
ANT I-SUBS I DY INVEST I.GAT IONS
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
Fluorspar
Photo Albums
Ferro-si I icon
Ferro-si I icon
I sobutano I
Country of
origin
P . R . Chi na
R. China
R. China
S. Afr ica
Russ i a
Te I ev is i on cameras Japan
Document
Commi SS ion Reg.
(EEC)No.  2463/93
01.09.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No.  2477/93
06.09.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No.  2581/93,
20.09.
Commiss ion Reg.
(EEC)No.  2581/93
20.09.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 2720/93
28.09.
Commission Reg.
(EEC) No. 3029/93
29. 10.
OJ reference
L226,07.09.
p. 3
L228,09.09.
p. 16
L237,22.09.
p. 2
L237, 22.09.
L246,02. 10.
p. 12
L271,30. 10.
p. 1-10~
ANNEX C
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED BY THE IMPOSITION OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Country of
or Igln
Synthet I c fibres
of po I yester
India
Synthetic fibres
of polyester
S. Korea
Outer rings of
TRB (cups)
Japan
DRAM' (1 ) S. Korea
Seamless stee I (1) Hungary
tubes
Seam less steel(1) Po I and
tubes
Seam less steel (1) Croat ia
tubes
Magnes I um ox ide P . R. Ch i na
(caust ic magnes i te)
Bicycles R. China
( 1)
Document
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 54/93
08.01.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC) No. 54/93
08.01.
Counc II Reg.
(EEC) No. 55/93
08.01.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 611/93
15.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 1189/93
14. 05.
Counc i I Reg..
(EEC)No. 1l89/93
14.05.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 1189/93
1 4 . 05 .
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No . 1473/93
14. 06.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC) No. 2474/93
08. 09.
Includes acceptance of certain undertakings.
OJ reference
OJ L 9, 15.01.
p. 2
OJ L 9, 15. 01.
p. 2
OJ L 9, 15.01.
p. 7
OJ L 66, 18.03.
p. 1
OJ L 120, 15. 05.
p. 34
OJ L 120, 15.05.
p. 34
OJ L 120, 15.~5.
p. 34
OJ L 145, 17. 06.
p. 1
OJ L 228, 09. 09.103
ANNEX C (cont inued)
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED BY THE IMPOSITION OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DUR ING THE PER IOD 1 JANUARY - '31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
Ferrochrome
( low-carbon)
Ferrochrome
( low-carbon)
Ferrochrome
( low-carbon)
M i crodi sks
M i crod i sks
M i crod i sks
Electronic
weighing scales
Electronic
weighing scales
Dead-burned
magnes i a
Dhoto a I bums
Country of
oriQin
Kazakhstan
Russ I a
Ukra I ne
Japan
Taiwan
R. China
Singapore
S. Korea
R. China
R. China
Document
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2717/93
28.09.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No.2717/93
28.09.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2717/93
28.09.
Councl i Reg.
(EEC)No.2861/93
18. 10.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2861/93
18. 10. 93 '
Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2861/93
18. 10.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2887/93
20. 10.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC) No.  2887/93
20. 10.
Counc i I Reg.
(EC)No. 3386/93
06. 12.
Counc i I Reg.
(EC)No. 3664/93
22. 12 .
OJ reference
OJ L 246, 02. 10.93,
OJ L 246, 02. 10.93,
OJ L 246, 02. 10.
P .
OJ L 262 , 21. 10.
OJ L 262 , 21. 10.
p.4
OJ L 262 , 21. 10.
p.4
OJ L 263, 22. 10.
P .
OJ L 263, 22. 10.
OJ L 306, 11 . 12.
P .
OJ L 333, 31. 12.Product
Bicycles
ANNEX D
I NVEST I GAT IONS CONCLUDED ON A FIND I NG OF NO DUMP I
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Count ry of
or iQin
Taiwan
Document
Com. Dee. 93/485/EC
06.09.
OJ reference
L 227 , 08.09.93,/)05
ANNEX E
INVESTIGATIONS CONCLUDED ON A FINDING OF NO INJURY
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Count ry of
or igin
Document OJ reference
Pa i nt brushes P . R. Ch i na Com. Dec.  931325lEC
18.05.
L 1 27 , 27.05.
P. 151ob
ANNEX F
I NVEST I GAT IONS CONCLUDED FOR OTHER REASONS
OUR I NG THE PER I aD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
Manganese stee I
wearpar t s
Compact disc
Players
Compact disc
Players
Compact disc
Players
Unwrough t
Manganese
Seamless steel(1)
Tubes
Seamless steel(1)
Tubes
Country Of
or igin
OJ re-ference Document
Air i ca COm. Dec. 93/3181EEC L 122 18,05.
12.05.
Malaysia Com. Dec. 93/ 413/EEC L 185, 28.07.
19.07.
Singapore Com. Dec. 93/ 413/EEC L 185, 28.07.
19.07.
Ta iwan Com. Dec. 93/ 413/EEC L 185, 28.07.
19.07.
China Com. Dee .93/519/EEC L244, 30.09.
28.09.
Czech Com. Dec .93/526/EEC L252 09. 10.
Republ ic 06. 10.
81 ova\( Com. Dee. 93/526/EEC L252 09. 10.
Repub I i c 06. 10.
( 1) Or i 9 i na 1 I Y opened agai nst Czechos  ovak i a as one count ry./10:;
ANNEX G
I NVEST I GA TI ONS I NI TI ATED BY COUNTRY OF EXPORT
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY 1989 - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Country of origin 1989 1990 .1e.e.1 1992 1993
A I ban i a
Argent ina
Be I arus
Brazi I
Bulgar ia
China
Czechos I ovak i a
Egypt
Georgi a
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indones ia
Japan
Kazakhstan
K~rea
L i thuan i a
Macao
Malaysia
Norway
Po I and
Roman i a
Russ i a
Singapore
South Afr i ca
Ta i wan
Tha i land
Tr inidad Tobago
Tun i s i a
Turkey
Turkmeni stan
Ukra ine,
USA
USSR
Uzbek i stan
Vene;zue I a
Yugoslavia
====== ...===== =====... ====== ======.1 Q 
ANNEX H
INVESTIGATIONS INITIATED BYPRODUCT SECTOR
DUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY 1989 TO 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Chemical and all led
Text I le. and allied
Wood and paper
Electronics
Other mechan i ca I
eng i neer I ng
Iron and Steel
(EEC ECSC)
Other meta I s
Other
====== ====== ====== ====== ======ANNEX I
REV I EWS OF ANTI-DUMP I NG AND ANTI-SUBS I DY I NVESTI GATI ONS OPENED
OUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY- 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Country of
'Origin
Polyester yarn (PTY)
, (newc)
Turkey
Urea Czech Repub I i c
Urea Slovak I a
Urea Bel arus
Urea Georg i a
Urea Tajikistan
Urea Uzbek i stan
Urea Russi a
Urea Ukra i ne
Cotton yarn Brazil
Cot ton yarn Turkey
Acry I I c Fibres Mex i co
Pot ass i um ch lor ide
(potash)
Be I arus
Pot ass ium ch lor ide
(potash)
Russ i a
Potassium chloride
(potash)
Ukraine
OJ reference
OJ C 76, 18.03.93,
p. 3
OJ C 87,
p. 7
OJ C 87
p. 7
OJ C 87,
p. 7
OJ C 87,
p. 7
OJ C 87
p. 7
OJ C 87,
p. 7
OJ C 87.
p. 7
OJ C 87
p. 7
27.03.93,
27.03.93,
27.03.93,
27. 03..93,
27. 03.93,
27.03.93,
27. 03.93,
27.03.93,
OJ C 131 , 11.05.93,
p. 2
OJ C 131, 11. 05.93,
p. 2
OJ C 154, 05. 06.93, p. 
OJ C 175, 26.06.93,
p. 10
OJ C 175 , 26. 06.93,
p. 10
OJ C 175 , 26. 06.93,
p. 10.1 /) 
ANNEX I (cont i nued)
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS OPENED
OUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Country of
origin
OJ r.eference
Pot ass i urn Permangaria te P . R. Ch ina OJ C 248. 11.09.93, p. 9
M i n i ba I I-bear i ngs (1 ) Thai land OJ C 286. 22. 1 0 . 93. p. 6
Disposable lighters R. China oJ C 343, 21. 12.93, p.
We I ded tubes Roman i a OJ C 344 , 22. 12.93, p. 
We I ded tubes ex-Yugos I av i a OJ C 344, 22. 12.93, p.
We I ded tubes Turkey OJ C 344, 22. 12 .93. p. 
We I ded tubes Venezue I a OJ C 344, 22. 12.93, p. 
(1) Countervai I ing review investigation./j~1
ANNEX J
REV I EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES
CONCLUDED BY THE AMENDMENT OF DEF I NIT I VE DUT I ES
OUR I NG THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product Country of  Document reference
or i
Electron I  Japan Counc I I Reg. L 104 29.04.
we Igh ing sca I es (EEC) No. 993/93
26.04.
Ball bear Ings(1) Thai I and Counc i I Reg. L 163, 06.07.
(EEC) No. 1781/93
30.06.
Po I YO ref i n(2) Ch ina Counc i I Reg. L215, 25. 08.
woven bags (EEC) No. 2346/93
23. 08.
Monosod I um (3) Indonesia Counc i I Reg. L225, 04.09.93,
glutamate (EEC) No. 2455/93
02.09.
Monosod i um (3) Korea Counc i I Reg. L225 04. 09.93,
glutamate (EEC) No. 2455/93
02.09.
Monosod ium(3) Taiwan Counc i I Reg. L225, 04.09.93,
glutamate (EEC) No. 2455/93
02.09.
Monosod i um( 3) Tha i I and Counc i I Reg. L225, 04. 09.93,
glutamate (EEC) No. 2455/93
02.09.
Cotton yarn Braz I I Counc I I Reg. L289 24. 11 .
(EEC) No. 3203/93
22. 11.
Cot ton yarn Turkey Counc i I Reg. L289, 24. 11 .
(EEC) No. 3203/93
22. 11 .
(1) Definitive countervailing duty on indirect imports. Includes
acceptance of undertakings on direct imports from Thai land. See
Com. Dec. 93/381/EEC in L 163/35 of 6. 93.
Additional definiUve duty.
Includes acceptance of certain undertakings
(2)
( 3)/)/)~
ANNEX J (cont inued)
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES
CONCLUDED BY THE AMENDMENT OF DEF I NIT I VE DUT I ES
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Ferro-si I icon I ce land Counc i I Reg. L302. 09. 1 2 .
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
Ferro-s i I icon Norway COunc i I Reg. L302 09. 12.
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
Ferro-si I icon Sweden Counc i I Reg. L302 09. 12.
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
Ferro-si I icon Venezue I a Counc i I Reg. L302 09. 12 .
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12 .
Ferro-s il icon Brazi I Counc i I Reg. L302, 09. 12.
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
Artificial(1) China Counc i I Reg. L235, 18. 09.
corundum (EEC) No. 2552/93
13. 09.
Artificial(1) Russ i a Counc i I Reg. L235, 18. 09.
corundum (EEC) No. 2552/93
13.09.
Artificial(1) Ukrai ne Counc i I Reg. L235, 18.09.
corundum (EEC) No. 2552/93
1 3 . 09 .
( 1) Imposition of definitive, residual duties./)/)3
ANNEX K
REV I EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES
CONCLUDED BY THE IMPOSITION OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
IN LIEU OF PRICE UNDERTAKINGS
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Ferro-sH icon(1) Russ ia Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3359/9~
02. 12.
Ferro-s i I i con(1) Ukra i ne Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
L302, 09. 12.
L302 09. 12.
L302 09. 12.
Ferro-s i I i con( 1) Kazakhstan Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
( 1) Review investigation originally opened with regard to the former
USSR as one entJ Product
EPROMs
/)1'1
ANNEX L
REV I EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I OY MEASURES
CONCLUDED BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF PR ICE UNDERT AK I NGS
IN t I EU OF DEF I NIT I VE OUT I ES
OUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Country of
origin
Document OJ reference
Japan Com. Dec.
93/538/EEC
18. 10.
L262 , 21. 10. 93, p.A/)j'
ANNEX M
REV I EWS OF ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES CONCLUDED BY
THE AMENDMENT OF UNDERT AK I NGS
DUR I NG THE PER IOD 1 JANUARY- 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
Binder and baler
twine
Country of
or lain
OJ reference Document
Brazi I Com. Dec.
93/521/EEC
03.09.
L251, 08. 10.
p. 28/)/)(
ANNEX N
REV I EWS OF ANTI-DUMP ING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY INVESTIGATIONS
CONCLUDED WITH NO CHANGE I N THE MEASURES I N, FORCE
OUR I NG THE PER 100 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
D i sposab Ie
lighters
Po I yester yarn
Country of
or igin
R. China
Turkey
Document OJ reference
Com.Dec.
93/377/EEC
22.06.
L 158, 3Q.06.
p. 43
Com. Dec.
93/537/EEC
12. 10.
L261 , 20. 10.
p.. 41/) 1 
ANNEX 0
PROVISIONAL DUTIES IMPOSED DURING REVIEW INVESTIGATIONS
DURING THE PERIOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER ,1993
Product Country of
origin
Document OJ reference
Mini ball(1)
bear i ngs
Tha i land Com.Reg.
(EEC) No. 527/93
05.03.
L56. 09.03.
p. 24
isposab le(2)
lighters
Thailand COm. Reg. "
(EEC) No. 2957/93
26. 10.
L267 , 28. 10.
p. 2
(1)
(2)
Provisional countervailing duty
Provisional duty imposed as a result of withdrawal of undertaking--11 8
ANNEX P
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES CONCLUDED
BY THE REPEAL OR EXPIRY OF DEFINITIVE DUTIES
DUR ING THE PER 10D 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
roduct
Electronic type-
wr i ters
Compact disc
players
Compact disc
players
Ba II-bear ings
Tapered ro II er
bear i ngs
Ferro-si I icon
Outboard motors
Country of
oriain
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Singapore
Japan
Former
Yugoslavia
Japan
Document
Com. Dec.
93/376/EEC
16.06.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC) No. 2347/93
24.08.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC) No. 2347/93
24.08.
Counc il Reg.
(EEC) No. 2553/93
13. 09.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC) NO. 2655/93
27.09.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC) No. 2359/93
02 . 12 .
Com. Dec.
93/672/EEC
09. 12.
OJ reference
L157, 29.06.
L215, 25.08.
L215, 25.08.
L235, 18. 09 . 93
L244, 30. 09.
L302 09. 1 2 .
L310, 14. 12./J/) 
ANNEX Q
REVIEWS OF ANTI-DUMPING AND ANTI-SUBSIDY MEASURES CONCLUDED
BY THE REPEAL OR EXP I RY OF UNDERT AK I NGS
DUR ING THE PER IOD 1 JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product -Country of
origin
Document OJ reference
Binder and baler
twine
Mex Ico Com. Dec.
93/521/EEC
03.09.
251. 08. 10.
p. 281)2...0
ANNEX R
ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY MEASURES WH I CH EXP I RED
DURING THE PERIOD l'  JANUARY - 31 DECEMBER 1993
Product
Herbiclde(2)
Roller chalns(3)
for cyc I es
I nner tubes and (4)
tyre cases for
bicycles
Inner tubes and(4)
tyre cases for
bi cyc les
Oxal ic acid(5)
Oxa I ic ac id(5)
Oxal ic acid(5)
Iron or stee 1(6)
sect ions
Iron or steel(6)
sect ions
Dot matrix(7)
pr inters
(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
The OJ
Not ice
Notice
Not ice
Not ice
Not Ice
Not ice
reference is to the Imposition of the measure.
of expiry was published in OJ C 22, 26. 01.
of expiry was pub I ished in OJ C 113, 23.04.
of expiry was pUb I ished in OJ Co 144, 25.0.5.
of expiry was publishedfn o.J C 186, 08.07.
of expiry was published in OJ C 303, 10. 11.
of expiry was published in OJ C 311, 17. 11.
Country of
origin
Roman la
R. China
S. Korea
Ta i wan
Ta i wan
Ta iwan
S. Korea
Turkey
Former
Yugoslavia
Japan
TYDe of
measure
OJ reference(1)
Under talc i ngs L26, 30.01.
Duty L 115, 0.3.05.
Undertak ings L134, 31.05.
Under tak i ngs L 134 , 31.05.
Under;t ak i ngs L 160, 28.06.
L 184 15. 0.7.
L184 15.07.
L313, 19. 11.
Duty
Duty
Duty
Duty L313, 19. 11.
Duty L317, 24. 11.Ca!)e 104/90
Case 124'/91.
Case 136/91
Case 216/91
Case 223/91
Case  224/91
Case  61192
Case  75/92
Case 90/92
Case  346/92
Case 423/92
Case  8/93
Case  10/93
Case 263/93
Case 326/93
Case  C477/93
(1)
(2)
(3)
( 4)
(5)
-12.1
ANNEX S
ANT I-DUMP I NG AND ANT I-SUBS I DY CASES BEFORE
THE EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE IN 1993
Matsushita Electrical Industrial Co. Ltd v. Counci 1(1)
Phoenix Electric Co. Ltd. v. Counci 1(2)
Findl ing Walzlager Handels-Gmbh. v. Hauptzollamt
Kar I sruhe(3)
Rima Eletrometalurgla S.A. (RIMA) v. Council(4)
AJ i nomoto Co. I nc. V. Counc i I
The Nutrasweet Company v. Counc i I
S i nochem He i long Jiang v. Counc i I
Gao Yao (Hong Kong) Hua Fa Industr ial Co. Ltd
v. Counc i I
Dr. Tretter Gmbh and Co. y. Hauptzollamt
Stuttgart Ost. (5)
NMB France Sari and others v. Commission
NTN Corporat ion v. Counc i I
Ferchimex S. A. v. Counci 
Koyo Se i ko  Counc i I
Koyo Se i ko v. Counc i I
Detlef Nolle v. Counci I and Commission
Shanghai Bicycle Corporation
Group v. Counc i I
Judgement rendered on
Case wi thdrawn
Judgement rendered on
Judgement rendered on
Judgement rendered on
01.04.
01. 12.
24.06.
13. 10.Product
Acrylic fibres
Artificial
corundum
Asbestos cement
pipes
Aspartame
Audio tapes in
casset tes
Ball bearings
(miniature)
I) .z.~
ANNEX T
ANTI-DUMPING MEASURES IN FORCE AS AT 31. 12.
Or igin
Mex I co
Hungary
Poland
Brazi I
Yugoslav ia
R. China
Russia
Ukra ine
Turkey
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
Japan
Thai land
Measure Regulat ion/Decis Ion Pub I icat ion
duty council Reg.
undertakings (EEC)No.3121/89
16. 10.
OJ L301
19. 10.89.
undertakings COm.D~c. 91/512/EEC OJ L 275
23. 91 02. 10.91,
dut ies Councl I Reg.
(EEC) No. 2552/93
13.09.
OJ L 235
18. 09.93, p. 1
undertakings Com. Dec.91/392/EEC OJ L 209
21.06.91 31. 91,
dut i ~s
dut ies
Councl I Reg.
(EEC)1391/91
27.
::ounc I I Reg.
(EEC)No. 1251/91
1~.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2685/90
17.
undertakings Com. Dt~c.99/381/EEC
(counterva i I ing)01. 07 . duties Counci I Reg,
(EEC)No. 1781/93
01.07.
duties
Ball bear I ngs Japan du ties
(~3Qmm)
Bar ium 'ch lor ide Ch i na du ties
Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No 28;49/92
28.09.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No.541/91
OJ L 134
29. 91, p. 1
OJ L 119
14. 91 ;p.
OJ L 256
20:9.90,
OJ L 163
06. 07 : 93 ,p . 35
OJ L 163
06.07.93, p. 1
OJ L 286
01. 10.
, p.
OJ L 60,
91,Bicycles
Car radios
Container corner
fittings
Copper sulphate
Cot ton yar.
Daisywheel
printers
Dicumyl peroxide
Diesel eng i nes
D i hydrostrepto-
mycin
DRAM'
R. Ch Ina
S. Korea
/lZ3
dut ies
dut i as
Austria undertakings
Bulgar ia
Brazi I
Turkey
Japan
Japan
Finland
Sweden
R. China
Japan
S. Korea
dut I es
dut I as
dut les
duty
undertak i 
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No.2474/93
08.09.
Couhci I Reg.
(EEC) No. 2306/92
04.08.
OJ L 228,
09.09.93,
OJ L 222
07.08. 1992 ,
p .
Com. Dec.92/313/EEC OJ L 165
13.06.92 19.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)NO. 176/89
23.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No.738/92
23. 3 .
Counci I Reg.
(EC)No. 3203/93
22. 11.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No.34/89
05.01.
OJ L 23
27. 89,
oj L 82
27. 92,
OJ L 289
24. 11.93,
OJ L
07.01.89,
Com. Dec. 89/573/EEC OJ L 317
30. 10.89 31. 10.89,p.49
undertakings Com. Dec.90/138/EEC OJ L 76
16.03.90 22. 90,
dut I as
under t ak i ngs
undertak i 
duties
dut ies
undertakings
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No.3836/91
19. 12.
Commission Reg.
(EEC)No. 165/90
23.
Commission ,Dec.
92/494/EEC
12. 10.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2112/90
23 . 7 . 90
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 611/93
15.03.
Com. Dec. 93/157/EEC
04. 03.
OJ L 362
31. 12.91,
OJ L 
25. 90,
OJ L 299
15. 10.92,
OJ L 193
25 . 90, p. 1
OJ L 66
18.03.
OJ L 66
18.03.93,Electrolyte
capac i tors
Electronic
we ighing
scales
EPROM'
Espadr i lies
Ferroboron.
Ferrochrome
( low-carbon)
Ferros i I icon
Japan
Japan
S. Korea
S i ngapor.
Japan
R. China
Japan
/)Zlf
duty
duty
duty
dut ies
undertakings
duties
dut i es
Kazakhstan dut ies
Russia
Ukra i ne
Brazi I
Russ i a
Kazakhstan
Ukra i ne
Iceland
Norway
Sweden
Venezue I a
Egypt
Poland
Egypt
Po I and
duty
undertaking
duty
undertaking
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3482/92
30. 11 .
COunc il Reg.
(EEC) NO. 993/93
26.04.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 2887/93
20. 10.
Coune I I Reg.
(EEC)No. 577/91
04.03.
Com. Dee. 91/131 /EEC
11.03.
Com. Dec. 93/538/93
18. 10.
Counc il Reg.
(EEC)No  1812191
24.
Counei I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2036/90
16 . 7 .
Counc il Reg.
(EEC)No. 2717/93
28.09.
Counci I Reg.
(EC)No. 3359/93
02. 12.
Comm iss i on Reg.
921331/EEC
30.06.
Counc.i I Reg.
(EEC) No. 3642/92
14. 12.92 
Commi ss ion Dec.
9215721EEC
14. 12.
OJ L 353
03. 12.
OJ L 104
29. 93,
OJ L 263
22. 10.93,
OJ L 65,
12.03.91, p.
OJ L 65 
12.03.
OJ L 262,
'21. 10.93,
p .
OJ L 166,
28. , p. 1
OJ L 187
19. 90, p. 
OJ L 246
02. 10.93, p. 1
OJ L 302
09. 12.93,
OJ L 183
03 . 07 . 92 , p . 40
OJ L 369
18. 12.
OJ L 369
18. 12.Glutamic acid
(monosodium
glutamate)
Lighters
(d Isposab Ie)
Linear tungsten
ha logen I amps
Magnes I a
(deadburned)
1.-GS
. I ndones i a
Korea
Ta iwan
Thailand
dut ies Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No.2455/93
undertak i ngs Comm I ss ion Dec.
93/497/EEC
30.07.
Japan dut l.es
R. China
Korea
Tha II and
Tha il and under t ak i ng
Japan duty
R. China duty
Magnesium oxide P. R. China duty
(causti c magnes i te)
Methenam i ne
(hexamethy lene-
tetramine)
M i crod i sks
Bulgaria undertakings
Poland
Roman i a
Japan dut i es
Ta iwan
R. China
Coun(: i I Reg.
(EEC)No.3433/91
25. 11.
OJ L 225
93, p. 1
OJ L 225
04.04.92 , p . 35
OJ L 326,
28. 11.91,
Com. Dec .91 /604/EEC OJ L 326,
25. 10.91 28.11.91,
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 117/91
16.01.
Counc i I Reg.
(EC)No. 3386/93
06. 12.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC) No. 1473/93
14.06.
OJ L 14 ,
19. 01.91, p. 
OJ L 306,
11. 12.93,
OJ L 145,
17.06.93, p. 1
Com. Dec.90/196/EEC OJ L 104
10. 90 24. 90, p.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2861 /93
18. 10.
OJ L 262
21. 10.93, p.Outer rings of
TRBs (cups)
Oxalic acid
Paracetamo I
Photo al bums
Plain paper
photocop iers
1-G 
Japan dut ies
Brazi I under t ak i ngs
India dut les
R. China
R. China duty
S. Korea undertakings
Hong Kong
R. China duty
Japan duty
unc:ler tak i ngs
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 55/93
08.01.
Com. Dee. 90/378/EEC
13.
Counci I Reg..
(EEC)No. 3434/91
25. 11 .
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3923/88
12. 12.
OJ L 
15.01.93,
OJ L 184
17. 90,
OJ L 326
28. 11.
OJ L 348
17. 12.88,p:1
Com.Dec. 90/241/EEC, OJ L 138
22. 90 31. 90, p.
Counci I Reg.
(EC) No. 3664/93
22. 12.
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No.535/87
23. 2 .
OJ L 333
OJ L 54
24. 87,
Com. Dec.87/135/EEC OJ L 54
23. 87 24. 87,
Com. Dec. 88/519/EEC OJ L 284
17. 10.88 19. 10.88,
Com.Dec.88/638/EEC OJ L 355
16. 11.88 23. 12.88,
Com. Dec.89/116/EEC OJ L 43
23. 12.88 15. 89,
Com. Dec.89/309/EEC OJ L 126
28. 89 9. 5 .89,
p .
Po I yester fibres Turkey
and yarns
undertak i ng Com. Dee . 91 /511 /91
(countervai ling) 23.09.
Po Iyester fibres South Korea dut ies
(synthet i c) Taiwan
Turkey
Po I yester yarns Taiwan
I ndonesi a
India
R. China
Turkey
duties
Polyolefin woven P.R. China duties
bags
additional
duties
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3905/88
12. 12.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)no.830/92
30.03.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 3308/90
15. 11.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2346/93
23.08.
OJ L 272
28. 91,
OJ L 347
16. 88,
OJ L 88
03.04.92,
OJ L 318
17. 11.90,
OJ L 215
25.08.93,Potassium
chlor Ide
Potass I 
permangana te
Seam I ess stee I
tubes
Semi-f In Ished
products of
alloy steel
Be I afus
Russ 1 
Ukra I ne
P . Ch Ina
Hungary
Poland
Croatia
Brazl I
Turkey
/) ~
dut les
duty
duty
duty
under talc i ngs
duty
undertaking
Sheets and plates Slovenia duty
of I ron or Macedon I a
stee I Montenegro
Serb I a
Silicon carbide
S i I i con meta I
Norway under t ale i ngs
Poland
R. China
P . R. Ch i na
Brazi I
Sisal twine Brazi I
(binder and baler)
duty
additional
duty
duty
undertak i ngs
COunc i I Reg.
(EEC) No.  3068/92
23. 10.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 1531/88
31.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No.385/90
12. 1990
counci I Reg.
(EEC)No  1189/93
14.05.
ComDec93/260/EEC
14.05.
OJ L 308
24. 10 . p. 41
OJ.L 138
88,
OJ L 42
16. 90,
OJ L 120
15 . 05 .93. p . 34
OJ L 120
15.05.93,
COmDec1775/92/ECSC  OJ L 182
30.06.92 02.07.
Com.Dec.
2297/92/ECSC
31.07.
OJ L 221
06.08.92,
Com. Dec.  86/497/EEC  OJ L 287
10.86 10. 10.86.
Counc II Reg.
(EEC)No. 2200/90
27.
Counc II Reg 
(EEC)No. 1607/92
22.
(EEC) No. 2305/92
04.08.
OJ L 198
28. 90. p. 
OJ L 170
25. 92, p. 
07.08.
, p.
Com. Dec. 93/521/EEC OJ L 251
03.09.93 08. 10.Sod I um
carbonate
~2 
Bulgar la
Pol and
Roman I a
dut les
stee I, f at- Yugos I av la duty
rolled, non-alloy
Synthet  I c tex-
tile fibres of
polyester
Roman I a
Ta Iwan
Turkey
Serbia
Montenegro
FYR Macedon I a
dut les
India
S. Korea
dut les
Televisions S. Korea
(small-screen colour)
dut les
Therma I paper
R. China dutl.
Hong-Kong
Japan duties
undertak: i ngs
Tungsten carbide P.R. China duties
and fused tungsten
carb i de
under talc: i ngs
Tungsten ores P.R. China duties
and concentrates
TungsUc ox ide
and acid
undertak ings
P . R. Ch i na du ties
undertakings
Council Reg.
. (EEC)No. 1306/89
11 .
OJ L 131
13. 89.
Com.Dec. 2031/89/ECSC  OJ l 193 89 8. 89,
Council Reg.
(EEC)No.3017/92
19. 10.
COUMi I Reg.
(EEC)No.  54/93
08.01.93 '
Counc II Reg.
(EEC)No. 1048/90
25.04.
counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2093/91
15.07.
counc I I Reg.
(EEC)No.  729/92
16.03.
Com. Dec .921177/EEC
16. 03.
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2737/90
24. 9 .
Com. Dec.  90/480/EEC
24.9..
Couhc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2735/90
24. 9 .
Com. Dec.  90/478/EEC
24. 9 .
Counc i I Reg.
(EEC)No. 2736/90
24. 9 .
Com. Dec.  90/479/EEC
24.
OJ l 306
22. 10.92, p. 1
OJ L 9. /
15.01.93, p. 2
OJ L 107
27. 90,
OJ L 195
18. 91,
OJ L 
26.03.92,
OJ L 
26.03. 92 ,p. 22
OJ L 264
27 . 90,p. 7
OJ L 264
27 . 90, P .
OJ L 264
27. 90,
OJ L 264
27 . 9 .90 , p .
OJ L 264
27. 90,
OJ L 264
27 . 90,
p .Typewr Iter
ribbons
Urea
Video cassette
recorders
Video cassette
tapes
/14g'
R. China undertakl~gs Com.Regulatlon
(EEC)No.1937/90
dut les
Austr la undertakings
Hungary
Malaysia
Roman I a
undertakings
Kuwa I t
Yugoslavia
Venezue I a
dut les
Japan
S. Korea
dut ies
undertakings
Hong Kong du ti es
South Korea
Hong Kong undertakings
R. China duties
We I ded tubes Romani a du ties
of iron or stee I Yugos I av i a
undertakings
Turkey
Venezue I a
du ties
Council Reg.
(EEC) No. 3200/90
11.90
OJ L 174
7 .90,P. 27
OJ L 306
11.90,
Com.Dec.89/143/EEC OJ L 52
21. 89 24. 89,
COuncil Reg.
(EEC)No.3339/87 11.87 
Councl I Reg.
(EEC)No.450/89
20.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No.501/89
27.
OJ L 317
11.87, p. 1
OJ L52
24. 89, P .
OJ L 57
28. 89,
Council Dec. OJ L 57
89/148/EEC,27. 89 28. 2 .89,
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 1768/89
19.
OJ L 174
22. 89,
Com.Dec.891376/EEC OJ L 174
19. 89 22. 89 ,
p .
Councl I Reg.
(EEC) No. 3091 /91
21. 10.
Council Reg.
(EEC)No. 868/90
Com. Dec. 90/166/EEC
Counci I Reg.
(EEC)No. 898/91
OJ L 293
24. 10.91,
OJ L 91,
90, p.
OJ L 91
90, p.
OJ L 91
12. 91, p.Welded wire
mesh
-"130
Yugoslavia undertakings Com.Dec.91/256/EEC OJ L 123
14. 91 18. 91.